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AN IMPLICIT FINITE ELEMENT METHOD FOR

DISCRETE D~AMIC FRACTURE

by

Jobie M. Gerken

ABSTRACT

This thesis presents a method to model dynamic crack propagation in

structures. The method presented herein provides a means to address the three major

challenges of modeling dynamic crack propagation which are; 1) reproducing the

material behavior in the presence of fracture, 2) modeling the geometry changes that

occur as a result of crack propagation, 3) predicting wave propagation effects on the

fracture process.

Based on the finite element method, a new, two-dimensional, element is

developed via the Hu-Washizu energy principle. The interface crack element (ICE)

consists of two adjacent four-node plane elements with a crack at the element

interface. The interface crack is represented by an externally applied strain field in the

Hu-Washizu energy function. The results is a standard stiffness matrix and load

vector that represent the structural components of the element and an additional term

in the load vector that represents the interface crack component. Failure criteria are

defined for the interface so that the interface can fail and separate to model crack

propagation. The element is implemented as a User Element in the implicit

integration finite element code ABAQUS/Standard. Using the implicit code

ABAQUS/Standard allows the technique to model a range of time scales and provides
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an efficient method of assembling the global equations and solving for the nodal

variables.

In the absence of interface cracks, the ICE is shown to model the dynamic

behavior of three simple structures within acceptable engineering accuracy. These

simple structures are also analyzed with interface cracks present. Comparisons show

an increase in compliance of the structures when interface cracks are included. The

modeling of crack initiation and propagation are demonstrated by modeling Compact

Tension and Single Edge Notched Beam specimens. The results of the simulations

show the expected crack propagation patterns, but the failure loads and crack

propagation speeds are well below the expected values. Application to the

mechanically coupled cookoff test for high explosives has also been undertaken. The

simulations show that, even with neglecting important material behaviors for which

limited information exists, the general crack features of the experiments can be

reproduced.

. . .
VIII

Jobie Michael Gerken
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Colorado State University
Fort Collins, CO 80523
Fall 1998



1. Introduction

There has been considerable interest in developing numerical models having

the capability to predict the structural static and dynamic response of structures in the

presence of failure by fracture of engineering materials. The major challenges that

must be addressed in modeling of dynamic crack propagation are producing the

correct material behavior in the presence of fracture, modeling geometry changes that

are a result of crack propagation, and predicting wave propagation effects on the

fracture process. Currently, there are computational tools available that adequately

predict both static and dynamic structural response, but the existing capability to

predict and model crack propagation on a structural scale is insufficient for practical

engineering application.

Fracture in structures has been investigated using a number of different

computational methods and techniques. The methods include most, if not all, of the

well developed computational methods: finite difference, finite element, boundary

integral equation (boundary element), element free Galerkin, molecular dynamic, and

others [Liebowitz et al, 1995] [Aliabadi, 1995]. A large amount of effort, and the

effort of this thesis, has been expended on fracture modeling using the fhiite element

method (FEM) [Nishioka, 1997] [De Borst, 1997]. The techniques which have been

used in FEM include, but are not limited to, techniques such as special element

formulation to model crack tip singularities and discontinuities ~anks-Sills and



Sherman, 1989], [Lotfi and Shing, 1995] [Sandhu and Huang, 1975], adaptive

meshing [Nishioka et al, 1981], calculation of crack tip parameters [Banks-Sills and

Sherman, 1992], [Li et al, 1985], [Parks, 1974], damage evolution [Lemaitre, 1986],

discrete models [Hoff et al, 1986] [Liaw et al, 1984], and others. Some of these

methods are cumbersome or inaccurate while others are inappropriate to use as

engineering analysis tools in the modeling of discrete crack propagation.

The primary goal of this thesis is to present a useful numerical engineering

analysis tool that can with relative ease model the dynamic response of structures in

the presence of discrete fracture with reasonable engineering accuracy. In this

context, “discrete fracture” modeling refers to the ability to model the behavior of

multiple, stationary or propagating, discrete cracks throughout the structure. Discrete

fracture, as described here, is distinct and different from damage models [Lemaitre,

1986] in which the presence of microscopic cracks is assumed to affect the

macroscopic properties of the material. To be useful, the technique should satisfy the

following requirements:

1. operates with mesh complexity similar to typical structural analysis,

2. uses fracture criteria based on accepted fracture mechanics theories and

data,

3. able to model a variety of problems

commonly addressed using FEM,

which are typical of problems

4. able to model crack growth paths which are not predetermined,

5. able to model the behavior of many small cracks distributed throughout a

structure.



This tool will be potentially useful in modeling practical engineering problems

in which structural dynamic behavior and fracture are important. Some of the

potential applications include: predicting the onset of rapid fracture and the resulting

crack propagation patterns of aircraft skins, modeling the failure of bonded joints,

determining the predominant fracture patterns in the mechanically coupled cook-off

testing of high explosive, predicting the crack propagation pattern of dynamically

loaded cylindrical shells and spheres, and other applications.

Using the implicit integration FEM code ABAQUS (ABAQUS/Standard), the

dynamic structural response of engineering systems can be determined. This thesis

describes a technique by which the structural response is coupled with a model of

discrete fracture by defining a user element in ABAQUS. A two dimensional

structural model is constructed of 4 node 2-D solid elements. Each element interface

is modeled as having a small crack present. Four nodes define each interface so that

the element faces cim separate if the interface crack fails. A hybrid, three field, finite

element formulation is developed via the Hu-Washizu energy principle [Hu, 1955] in

which the interface crack is represented by an externally applied strain field. During

the analysis, this crack can grow based on standard fracture mechanics criteria and it is

driven by the averaged stress state at the interface. If the crack grows wider than the

element interface or the failure stress of the material on the interface is exceeded, the

interface separates to create new crack surface.

Based on this formulation, the technique will be able to model the dynamic

behavior of a structure in the presence of a distribution of small cracks. It will also be

able to model the failure by fracture resulting at any of the preexisting small cracks at



the element interfaces. Because of the implicit integration of the nodal displacements

and velocities in ABAQUS, this technique will be able to model a range of time

scales. The analysis will therefore be able to take large time steps while the model

remains linear (before fracture occurs) and transition to small time steps as the model

becomes non-linear during crack propagation.

The modeling of discrete fracture and new surface creation could prove to be

beneficial in many areas of computational mechanics, design, and analysis. It could

provide not only the modeling of failure, but also provide information on a structural

scale of crack initiation, propagation and catastrophic failure. The technique presented

herein provides a simple method to model these aspects of crack growth.
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2. Background

The modeling of discrete fracture of materials has for some time been an

elusive goal of the scientific community. There have been many attempts by several

investigators, with varying results. An early development, and possibl y the first [Li

and Reed, 1995], is the work of Goodman et al [1968] in which the authors developed

a special, zero thickness, interface finite element to model the quasi-static behavior of

joints and seams in rock. The method allows for the propagation of cracks through

these interface elements by reducing their stiffness contribution to zero after the

normal stress fracture criterion has been exceeded. Work similar to that presented

herein is a double noding technique developed for the finite element method by Liaw

et al [1984]. This method allowed for crack propagation by separation along element

interfaces along a predefine “double node path” based on the J integral fracture

criterion.

Although the finite element method has by far been the most developed

method of modeling discrete fracture, there have been many other methods employed.

The following is a brief overview of some of the representative work that has been

done to numerically model discrete fracture.

2.1 Finite Element Method \

Needleman et al have developed a discrete dynamic crack propagation model

for micro cracks in which continuum finite elements are bonded together by interracial

5



cohesion forces, [Needleman, 1987], [Needleman, 1992], [Xu and Needleman, 1993],

[Xu and Needleman, 1994a]. The analyses use a material constitutive law that relates

stress and strain to characterize the continuum elements and a relation between the

traction and displacement jump between element nodes to characterize the interracial

cohesive forces.

The constitutive law relating stress to strain in the continuum is chosen to

match the gross behavior of the material. The authors have presented results for

models such as isotropic-hyperelastic [Xu and Needleman, 1994b], elastic-plastic [Xu

and Needleman, 1993], and elastic-viscoplastic [Needleman, 1997], [Siegmund and

Needleman, 1996] and [Siegmund, Fleck and Needleman, 1997].

The cohesive relation for the interface is such that

(2.1)

where T is the traction across the interface, @is the potential, and A is the interracial

displacement. In their analysis, the interface is taken to be elastic so that before

fracture any dissipation across the interface is neglected. The’potential is chosen such

that, given no tangential displacement, the normal traction, T., is a function of normal

separation, An, as follows:

● T. tends to -m for A. less than zero,

. T. tends to zero for A. greater than a critical normal separation,&,n,

. and Tn is greater than zero for 0< An < &n.



For no normal displacement, the tangential traction, T~,is a function of tangential

displacement, At, as follows:

. Tt tends to zero for lA~I> ii.~,

. Tt is greater than zero in the range O<At< &~,

● and Tt is less than zero in the range -6C: < At <0.

Two possible forms of the function are given as

(2.2)

and

where & and df are characteristic normal and tangential lengths, q and r are given by

(2.4a)

and (2.4b)

where ~ and #~are the work of normal and tangential separation respectively, An”is

the value of A. after complete shear with Tn = O [Needleman, 1987], [Xu and

Needleman, 1993]. The work of normal and tangential separation can be explicitly

written as
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(2.5a,b)

where a-and z- are the cohesive surface normal and tangential strengths and e is

defined such that the natural logarithm of e equals 1. Then, for suitably chosen

parameters, arbitrary dynamic fracture occurs as a natural outcome of the solution to

the boundary value problem.

This method has proven effective in a number of different applications.

Siegmund et al have used the technique to model the dynamic propagation of a crack

across an interface (e.g. a crack originating in an iron carbide particle propagating into

the surrounding ferrite), [Siegmund et al, 1997]. Camacho and Ortiz have

incorporated the interracial cohesion model with a damage model to model impact

damage of brittle materials, [Camacho and Ortiz, 1996]. Xu et al have investigated

the effects of toughness inhomogeneities on dynamic crack growth, [Xu et al, 1997].

Difficulty arises in applying the method to dimensions typical of engineering

structures. The applications have typically been on the order of 10 mm or less with

much smaller elemental dimensions. Typical engineering structures can have

dimensions that are many times larger than the structures that have been analyzed thus

far with this method.

2.2 Discrete Element Method

Potapov et al have developed a cohesive interface method by which rigid or

deformable solids are bonded together, [Potapov, Hopkins, and Campbell, 1995a],

[Potapov and Campbell, 1996a], [Potapov and Campbell, 1996b]. This bond is



allowed to break at a predetermined maximum tensile stress and new crack surface is

formed, thereby simulating discrete fracture.

In their work, the authors have used three different types of solids, but in all

cases, the interface model is the same. One of the models developed employed a rigid

2 dimensional element in which the structural properties and behavior are determined

by the interracial behavior. A second model incorporated a deformable 2 dimensional

solid analyzed by the finite element method. In this second model, the structural

behavior is determined by a combination of the interface properties and the solid

element properties. The third method was an extension of the first method into 3

dimensions. This incorporated 3 dimensional, non-deformable, solids bonded together

by a deformable cohesive interface. As with the fmt model, the structural behavior is

completely determined by the properties of the element interfaces.

In each case, the portion of the model that is of interest, with regard to discrete

fracture modeling, is the deformable cohesive interface. The interface is modeled as a

continuous distribution of “resistive” material. The material can be modeled any of

several different ways; elastic, elastic-plastic, viscous, and others. As the structural

body deforms, resistive normal and tangential tractions are created at the solid

inte,tiace. These bond tractions are proportional to normal and tangential stiffnesses,

K. and K1respectively. If the normal traction at any point along the interface exceeds

the predefine limit stress, of..., the normal component of traction vanishes at that

location. This predefined limit stress is assumed to be representative of the material

being modeled. Where appropriate, the tangential displacements are allowed to

deform plastically by introducing a Coulomb yield criterion



(2.10)
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(2.6)

where at and c~ are the average normal and tangential tractions along the entire

interface (no compensation is made for portions of the interface that may have failed),

C’oh is a cohesive limit and fis the internal friction coefficient. A modified Coulomb

criterion is used for the case of deformable solid elements

&sCoh+f.p, (2.7)

where 12is the second invariant of the stress deviator and p is the pressure as indicated

by

12 _ ‘ik‘ik

2
(2.8)

and p=+,. (2.9)

The authors stated that this method of introducing plasticity is similar to plastic

flow in crystals by the motion of dislocations. They noted that this is only appropriate

if the assembly of solid elements is similar in nature to the assembly of crystals in a

real material. An assembly of tetrahedral or triangles more closely matches this natural

configuration than do brick or quadrilateral solid elements.

In the case of the rigid solid element model, the strain energy in the body is

contained solely in the deformable cohesive interface. The fracture energy expended

in the creation of new crack surface, Wcr, is then the work of normal separation from

the null state to the critical normal traction state. For the 2 dimensional case the work

of separation is given by

Wc, – da.v.
2Kn



A relationship between the energy released in a breaking interface and the theoretical

energy required to create new crack surface was not addressed. In the case of

deformable solid elements, the deformable cohesive interface contains only a portion

of the total energy in the body. The remainder of the energy is contained within the

deformable solid. To relate the energy required to break the interface bond to the

theoretical energy required to create new crack surface, the authors have incorporated

a criterion by which the interface is modeled as a bond between two infinite plates.

The bond is assumed to break at a constant velocity so the energy lost during breakage

of the interface can be changed independent of the normal tensile strength of the

interface bond.

The authors presented several examples to verif y the model. The authors

reported that for all simulations, the analysis could be made to model reasonably well

the qualitative features of expected results.

The discrete element method has been used to effectively model particulate or

granular interactions. If the structure or process being modeled were particulate or

granular in nature, the discrete element technique of modeling discrete fracture would

likely prove useful. Otherwise, use of the discrete element technique to model discrete

fracture in a structural model adds unnecessary complexity to the numerical modd.

Also, because of the inclusion of rigid or deformable “blocks” with interface

deformation zones dispersed throughout the structure, it is not clear that the numerical

model would accurately predict dynamic structural behavior.
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2.3 Element Free Galerkin Method

Belytschko et al have recently been developing a technique to model fracture

using the Element Free Galerkin (EFG) method [Belytschko, Lu, and Gu, 1995],

[Belytschko et al, 1995], [Belytschko and Tabbara, 1996], [Sukumar et al, 1997].

The authors state that EFG might be an improvement on other computational

methods in fracture because of the ease of creation of new surfaces. A continuum is

constructed of a set of nodal points that are contained within the given geometrical

description. Moving least square interpolants, in which a list of nearest neighbors

must be known, are then used for the trial and test functions used in the Galerkin

method. A crack is modeled by introduction of its surface into the geometrical

description of the body. Then for nodes on a crack face, the nodes on the opposite

crack face are eliminated from the list of nearest neighbors. The method has shown

some improvements, and deficiencies, when compared to the finite element method. It

has shown some promise in the model of fracture and is still in the development stage.

The method implemented thus far in EFG is not arbitrary in that the crack is

defined to grow at a

as given by

constant velocity perpendicular to the maximum hoop stress, ok,

-= Zhy(?,v)+%=~ f&h’’ (8,v), (2.11)

where KI and KII are the mode I and mode II stress intensity factors, r and Oare the

polar coordinates centered at the crack tip, and ~~~and ~hI1represent the angular

variation of stress as a function of velocity, v. The critical value of the maximum

hoop stress, o~c, is defined by the mode I condition.



(2.12)

The fracture criterion is then 0112 c~c. Once this criterion is met, the crack propagates

through the nodal points in a direction perpendicular to the direction of maximum

hoop stress and at a constant velocity.

Although this method is still in relative infancy, the results presented by the

authors for both static and dynamic fracture modeling are shown to agree well with

known solutions. Some problems are also pointed out and new methods are being

developed to address these problems. Enriched methods [Fleming et d, 1997] have

been developed by which a singularity corresponding to elastostatic fracture has been

incorporated into the formulation. Also, EFG has been coupled with FEM

~elytschko, Organ, and Krongauz, 1995] so that the beneficial aspects of EFG can be

incorporated at specific locations in the structure while finite elements can be used

elsewhere to take advantage of their ease of use in structural modeling.

2.4 Molecular Dynamics

Abraham et al have developed a molecuky dynamics model of discrete

dynamic fracture in which the forces and motions of atoms in a single crystal are

modeled [Abraham et al, 1997], [Abraham et al, 1997], [Abraham, 1997], [Abraham,

1996], [Abraham et al, 1994].

IiI their analysis, the authors have modeled a single crystal rare-gas solid (e.g.

xenon, krypton, and argon) in both two and three dimensions. These single crystal

models have dimensions on the order of microns and contain -106 atoms for a two-

dimensional plate and -108 atoms for the three-dimensional cube.

13



Abraham describes molecular dynamics as a simulation technique “based on

the motion of a given number of atoms, governed by their mutual interactions

described by continuous interatomic potentials” [Abraham, 1997]. In the analysis, the

atoms are modeled as particles with mass m, each with the necessary degrees of

freedom to describe motion in the modeI space (2 – D or 3 – D). Each particle obeys

classical mechanics defined by a Hamiltonian H, as given by

H (~,P) = K(p) + ~(~), (2.13)

where r-= r],. ...r~are the atomic coordinates, p = pi,.. .,pn are the atomic momentum,

K is the kinetic energy, and@ is the potential energy. The dynamic equations are then

drildt=i2H/dpi =Pilm (2.14)

and dpi / dt = - d H /i3-i = - i3@(r)/&i. (2.15)

This simple model of atomic interactions is used to model the dynamic fracture

in a plate or cube with an initial central crack subject to symmetric strain rate

boundary conditions (Mode I type loading). There are no intrinsic fracture criteria in

the model. The atomic bonds break to create new surface when the interatomic

separation causes the potential to vanish. The energy expended by creation of new

surface is then the energy required to break the atomic bonds. The authors focused

particular attention on trying to understand the discrepancy between the theoretical

limiting crack speed (Rayleigh wave speed, C,) and the experimentally observed

maximum crack speeds (40% – 60 % of the Rayleigh wave speed).

Significant work has been performed using molecular dynamics analysis on a

range of shapes and materials including a graphite sheet, [Omeltchenko et al, 1997],

Silicon Diselenide nanowires [Li, Kalia, and Vashista, 1996], amorphous Silicon

14



Nitride films [Nakano, Kalia, and Vashista, 1995] and [Vashista et al, 1996] and

nanophase Silicon Nitride [Kalia et al, 1997].

The potentials used to model the interaction between the atoms includes one or

more of the following; reactive bond order potentials for hydrocarbons, steric

repulsion, the effect of charge transfer via Coulomb interaction, the electronic

porlarizability of anions through the charge dipole interaction and bond bending and

stretching. Investigations have been performed for 2 and 3 dimension specimens. The

physical dimensions of the specimens ranging from 10’s to 1000’s of Angstroms with

the number of particles ranging from -103--106 atoms.

The authors have paid particular attention to crack front dynamics and the

morphology of crack fronts. Their results have shown good agreement between

experiment, theory and numerical simulations.

The molecular dynamics technique is useful in the fact that it is capable of

modeling the details of fracture on the micromechanics scale. Because of this, the

technique has the potential of very accurately modeling the process of fracture within

a material. The difficulty encountered with these simulations is that they are currently

very expensive computationally. They have thus far only been applied to micro-scale

structures and any attempt to apply the “technique to typical engineering structures

wotdd be computationally difficult and wasteful.

2.5 Evaluation

All of the techniques summarized in this section have been shown to model

discrete crack growth, for specific problems, along paths that are not predetermined.

Although each of these techniques could likely be applied to a wide range of



problems, difficulty arises when the techniques are applied to engineering scale

problems. The methods become either very computationally expensive or simply

cumbersome to apply. With the exception of the DEM and EFG methods, the

techniques have not been applied to structures of engineering scale at all.

One of the primary goals of this thesis is to provide a useful numerical

technique for modeling discrete fracture on engineering scale problems. In the next

section of this thesis, the approach to implementing a discrete fracture model in the

implicit integration FEM code ABAQUS/Standard is presented followed by the

detailed theoretical development. This method is only marginally more complex than
.

a comparable two-dimensional dynamic structural FEM analysis. The work presented

herein is a marked improvement over any of the previous attempts at modeling

discrete fracture on an engineering scale.
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3. Approach

Presented in this section is the approach to modeling a two-dimensional

dynamic engineering problem in which the material has a distribution of preexisting

macro-sized cracks. The model is developed in a subsequent section using the finite

element method with the distributed cracks represented by including a small crack at

every interface between two, two-dimensional, solid elements.

To accommodate the geometrical changes that occur during fracture, each 2-D

solid element is defined by its own unique nodes. The coincident nodes from adjacent

elements are rigidly tied together to form the model. This is shown in Fig. 3.1. A

more detailed explanation of the definition of the elements is given in Section 3.1.

The interface has no mass or volume and is completely rigid until failure.

Hence, it’s only contribution to the analysis is the effect of the crack and the structural

and dynamic effects are modeled in the 2-D solid elements. Discussed in Section 3.2,

discrete fracture is modeled by defining failure criteria for each interface. If these

criteria are met, the displacement constraints on the nodes defining the interface are

released and new crack surface is created.

The analysis is formulated on the element level and the implicit finite element

code ABAQUS/Standard is used to enforce the boundary conditions, assemble the
,

global equations and solve for the nodal variables. In Section 3.3, the approach to

global assembly via ABAQUS/Standard is discussed.
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Figure 3.1. Multi-Nodingand OverlappingInterfaceCrackElements.

3.1 Defining an Interjace Crack Element

For use in the ABAQUS user element subroutine, an Interface Crack Element

(ICE) is defined as two adjacent 2-D solid elements. An exploded view of a simple

model of four solid elements is shown in Fig. 3.2. To allow for interface separation,

each solid element is defined by unique nodes as shown in the sample model of Fig.

3.2. In the figure, the solid element numbers are boxed, the ICE numbers are circled

and the node numbers are plain. The interface between two solid elements is then

defiied by four node numbers so that the interface can separate during the analysis

without redefining solid element connectivity. Each adjacent pair of solid elements

that have an interface is a single ICE. Hence, each ICE includes an interface and the
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two adjacent elements that define the interface. In the sample model shown in Fig.

3.2, there are four interfaces, therefore, the model contains four ICES.

m

Figure 3.2. Samplemodelshowingan assemblyof solid elementsand ICES.

As shown in Fig. 3.3, the ICES are overlaid to construct the continuum being

analyzed. An important feature of this definition is that each interface is defined only

once, but each solid element is “defined” multiple times. In the model shown, each

solid element is defined twice but it is possible for a solid element to have up to four

adjacent solid elements and therefore be defined up to four times.

For each ICE, there are two sets of co-located nodes. These co-located nodes

are statically condensed to enforce continuity of displacements across the interface.

Then, after the nodal condensation, only one node at each location remains in the

anal ysis until the ICE separates. For an assembly of ICES, a multi-noded mesh results

so that at each node location there are least two nodes and at most four nodes. All of

these co-located nodes are statically condensed so that only one node remains in the

analysis until failure of one or more of the ICES occurs.
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Figure3.3. OverlaidICEelementsform the model.

The effect of the crack at the interface depends on the stress state at the

interface. The average stress state at the interface is assumed to be the average of the

states of the two elements that define the interface. The crack in the ICE is assumed to

only influence the two elements that make the interface. When the ICE fails, the

effect of interface crack on the neighboring elements vanishes.

3.2 Inte@ace Crack

At each element interface there is assumed to be a preexisting crack. To model

the effects of this crack on the neighboring elements, the crack is modeled as a small

crack in an infinite elastic plate that is subject to known far field stresses. Shown in

Fig. 3.4 is a crack on the edge of a single solid element with local coordinates [~, q].

The crack is in an infinite elastic plate subject to the far field stresses, crO,ol,and rO.
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The far field stresses are determined from the average stresses in the two neighboring

elements at the interface edge. Then, with this model and the known far field stress

state, the elastic strain field due to the presence of the crack can be determined.

t
C$

- T(J

Inttzface
mark

(TO

Figure 3.4. Crackin an infiniteplateon the edge of a 2-Dsolidelement.

This strain field is treated as an additional external work term in the Hu –

Washizu energy principle. By minimization of this principle, a standard stiffness

matrix and load vector are formed for a single element. The stiffness matrix is

unaffected by the inclusion of the interface crack, but the load vector includes a term

that represents the effects of the crack at the interface. If this term in the load vector is

removed (i.e. set the crack size to zero) the standard finite element equations for a
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plane element are recovered. It is possible for a single 2-D solid element to have up to

four adjacent elements. Therefore, there could be multiple interfaces on the edges of

an element. If there are multiple interfaces, and therefore cracks, on the edge of an

element, each crack affects the element assuming that each crack operates

independently.

The stress state at the interface also defines failure of the crack based on

elastic-plastk fracture mechanics. Crack growth is defined by a crack growth

resistance curve which is a function defining the strain energy release rate as a

function of crack length. For a brittle material, the curve is a straight line and the

material fails when the local strain energy release rate, G, exceeds the critical strain

energy release rate, GC. A rising crack growth resistance curve is typical of ductile

materials. The crack growth resistance curve for ductile materials can be represented

by the following exponential [Anderson, 1995]

G= A(a–ao)’’+ R,, (3.1)

where RI, A and n are material parameters and G is the strain energy release rate at the

interface. This equation is inverted to give the change in crack length at each interface

based on the local strain energy release rate. Because this criterion only predicts

fracture failure, if the initial crack length is very small, the stresses required to grow

the crack exceed the failure stress of the material being modeled. To avoid this error,

a gross stress failure criterion has been incorporated with the crack growth criteria.

The gross stress failure criterion is given by

(70>crf, (3.5)



where Cfis the failure stress of the material. If this criterion is met, the displacement

constraints are released to create new crack surface.

These failure criteria are solely defined by the material prope~es and the

stress states of the two neighboring elements. Hence, the creation of new crack

surface is determined by the solution to the boundary value problem and no a pn”ori

assumptions about crack growth speed or direction have been made.

3.3 Global Assembly and Analysis

The formulation of the finite element equations from the Hu – Washizu energy

principle are done for a single solid element with one interface crack on its surface.

To construct the global continuum and assemble the global equations, the implicit

integration finite element code ABAQUS/Standard is used. The implicit formulation

using ABAQUS/Standard was chosen for several reasons:

1. Another similar discrete fracture method is currently being

developed for use in an explicit finite element code. Comparison of

the two methods will provide verification of the implementations.

2. Implicit integration of nodal variables allows for large time steps.

Therefore, a wide range of time scales can be modeled.

3. Thermal effects are easily inco~orated in the numerical model

using ABAQUS analysis methods.

Two, user written, subroutines provided in ABAQUS have been developed to

assemble the global problem from the element formulation. The multi – point

constraint subroutine (MPC) is used to statically condense the coincident interface

nodes until the interface failure criteria have been met. When this occurs, the
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constraint is no longer enforced and the two neighboring elements are uncoupled from

each other.

The user element subroutine (UEL) is an ABAQUS subroutine that allows the

user to define the behavior of each element. ABAQUS then assembles this elemental

information into the global equations and solves for the nodal displacements subject to

the specified boundary conditions. The UEL is used to form each element stiffness

matrix, the load vector, the mass matrix, and to perform the crack growth analysis for

each interface crack.
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4. Theoretical Development

4.1 Hu-Washizu Energy Principle

The Hu-Washizu energy principle is used as the basis of the numerical

formulation. It is a three-field energy principle in which the displacement, strain

stress fields are independently specified. In this section, the fundamental field

equations governing an elastic/pIastic continuum are shown to result from the

and

variation of the Hu-Washizu principle. It can also be shown in a concise manner that

the Hu-Washizu principle can be derived from the weak forms of the field equations

of elasticity [Zienkiewicz and Nakazawa, 1984]. Following that of Hu [1955], the

fundamental field equations are shown to result as follows:

Let Cl be a closed region bounded by 17,as shown in Fig. 4.1, such that

r=ru+ra, (4.1)

where displacement, ii, is specified on the boundary r., and a traction, p = 5” n, is

specified on the boundary rc.

Figure 4.1

ii

r=~+ra
RegionQ boundedby r with an applieddisplacementand stress.



Let .LUbe the generalized complementary strain energy given by

Lu = crti,jui + Fiui +eticrti –U , (4.2)

where Gtiis the stress tensor, ui is the displacement vector, Fi is the body force per unit

volume, eti is the strain tensor, and U is the strain energy density expressed in terms of

strain. Then a mechanical energy balance over the region Cl gives an expression for

the total energy as

‘HW = J’kdv- JziPidr- j“i(Pi-Fi)dry
v ru r.

where the overbar denotes quantities applied to the surface r=rU+ r., and

Pi = ‘ijnj 7

with nj being the unit vector normal to r=.

(4.3)

(4.4)

Then, for stationarity of I_Im with respect to the independent vtiables ui, eij, ~d czti,

(4.5)

By substitution of the expression for Lu, eqn. (4.2), into the variation, eqn. (4.5)

Then by noting that each of the variations, &~ &o, and ~mj), are arbitrary ~d

independent, it is concluded that their respective multipliers must be zero in order that

eqn. (4.6) be satisfied. The following equations result

1Except that d~j = thj
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cti,j+Fi=o,

N7
cYti. —

~ev ‘

1
eo=— ( )Uij+uji ,

2“

and the essential and natural boundary conditions are

i.’ji= iii on ru

and pi =F; on ra.

Hence, it has been shown that the variation of the Hu-Washizu energy

(4.7)

(4.8)

(4.9)

(4.10)

(4.11)

principle, eqn. (4.5), is equivalent to the fundamental field equations governing an

elastic/plastic continuum. Therefore, of all possible stress, strain and displacement

fields that satisfy the fundamental field equations, the actual fields are those that

satisfy eqn. (4.5).

approximation in

This equation is used as the foundation of the numerical

which ~j, eti, and u~are independently approximated.

4.2 Finite Element Equations

A finite element approximation is formulated based on the stationarity I_l~w.

Switching now to the matrix notation of Weissman and Taylor [1992], the Hu-

Washizu principle, eqns. (4.2) and (4-3), can be restated as

I
rIw(u,c,&)= ‘ 1~GTD&–eTD&O +&TuO +GT(hH) dfl-II~X~,

~2
(4.12)

where D is the elastic moduli coefficients matrix, @ and Goare the initial strain and



stress tensors respectively, IIEXTis the external work2, and L is the strain displacement

operator. For a two dimensional body

L= (4.13)

Then, for stationarity

J[ (# LU– E–G’)+3 T(DG– DEO+CJO– o)+ C%T(LTc–b)]df2– j%=ta = O,
(i r.

(4.14)

where b is the body force vector, taare the applied traction boundary conditions, G-aare

the external strains applied in S2.

Let the region be subdivided into a finite number of regions (elements) and

each region is defined by a finite number of points (nodes). Then the approximations

for cr, u, and e along with their respective variations are given as

o = Ss, 80=s6s, (4.15 a, b)

~ = Ee, &=Ei3e, (4.16 a, b)

and U = Nd, 8U = Ni5d, (4.17 a, b)

where S and E are the stress and strain interpolation functions, s and e are independent

nodal point parameters, N are the shape functions defined for the subdomain, d is the

vector of displacements of the points defining the subdomain. Substituting eqns.

2In Weissmanand Taylor [1992],the authorsgivethe externalworkas HEx’r(u).Hereit is stated as a
generalexpressionof externalwork,~Em, to facilitateuse in the presentwork. In Section4.3.2, the
externalwork is expressedas a functionof an externallyappliedstrainfield.
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(4. 15) - (4. 17) into eqn. (4.14) and noting that the variations 6s, t%, and M are

arbitrary, the following three equations result,

[(ETDEe-ETD&O +ETCO -ETSs)d!i2 = O, (4.18)
Qi

J( )sTL~d–sTEe-sT&a Q =(),

Q;

(4.19)

and j(@SS - N’b)dn - j(jVTC#)dr = o. (4.20)
Q, r,

The following are defined,

B=LN,

A = jSTEdQ,
$-li

G = jSTBdQ,
Qi

f = jNTbdf2+ j’NTtsadr,
Qi r,

and fO = J(ETDCO -E’60)df2.
Q;

(4.21)

(4.22)

(4.23)

(4.24)

(4.25)

(4.26)

(4.27)

By substitution of the above definitions, eqns. (4. 18) – (4.20) become

[

H –AT O

–A’ O G

O G’ O

(4.28)
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By elimination of e ands;

GTIAH-*AT~l Gd =f +GTIAH-lAT~’AH-’fO +GT[AH-’AT~’Q . (4.29)

If A is invertable3

GTA-THA-’Gd = f +GTA-Tfo +GTA-THA-lQ,

where superscript –T denotes the transpose of the inverse. More concisely;

Kd = F,

where K and F are the element stiffness matrix and load vector

(4.30)

(4.31)

and

4.3

K . GTA-’HA-lG

F =f +GTA-TfO +GTA-THA-’Q.

Implementation of a 4 Node Plane Element

(4.32a)

(4.32b)

The body of interest is taken to be either a thin planar body such that plane

stress conditions prevail or a thick restrained body such that plane strain conditions

prevail. Between two adjacent solid elements, there is an interface. This interface,

which has zero area and is rigid until failure (i.e. allows no normal or tangential

separation), contains a crack that produces a strain field in the vicinity of the interface.

The vicinity of the interface is taken as the two neighboring elements.

4.3.1 Sti@ess Matrix

The region, Cl, is discretized into elements as shown in Fig. 4.2. For each 2

dimensional element, the volume, L2i,is the area of the element multiplied by the

thickness, and the surface area, 17i,is the arc defining the edges of the element. The

3See [Weissmanand Taylor, 1992]for conditionson the invertabilityof A. In this work,the conditions
are satisfiedand A is insertable.
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element is transformed from its global curvilinear coordinates, [x, y], into local linear

coordinates, [~ q], where –1 <;< 1, and –1 S q S 1.

The interpolation functions in eqns. (4. 15) – (4. 17) for a 4 node plane element

are chosen to be the following linear shape functions ~ennett, 1997]

N=
[

N, o N, o N3 ON, o

0N,0ZV20ZV30N4 1
(4.33)

[

l; L?OOOOOO

and

1

S= E= OOOl<q OOO, (4.34)

Ooooool; q

where the nodal shape functions are

~, =$+<,;11+?7,?).

r

~

&-1,1 1,1

E
!2J’

-1,-1 1,-1 g

(4.35)

-/

Figure4.2. Transformationfromglobal [x,y]coordinatesto local [~,q]coordinates.



The global coordinates are given by

H

xl

Y]

X2

{}[

x

ii

zv, ozv20N30N40y2

1‘O N10N20N30N4 “x3”
(4.36)

Y

Y3

X4

Y4

Defining the Jacobian transformation matrix,

results in

[~]=J.[:},md ~g

Then B from eqn. (4.21 ) is given by

[-

aN, aN2
o—

aN3 o
o—

ax 8X ax

aN,

(4.37)

(4.38a, b)

(4.39)

18N, 8N, 8N2 i3N2 8N3 3N3 t3N4 dfi,1————__ __
ay 8X ay aX ay ax ay ax

The elastic moduli coefficient matrices, D, for plane stress and plane strain

respective y are
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[

1
E

D=— v
1–V2

0

v

1

0

0

0Jl–v ‘

2

E(l -V)

‘=(l+v~l-2v)

1+
l–v

v
1

G“

100

0

0

1–2V

2(1 - v)

)

(4.40a,b)

where E is Young’s modulus and v is Poisson’s ratio. The differential volume of the

element, Mli, in terms of local coordinates is

dQi = IJI td~ d~, (4.41)

where lJl is the determinant of the Jacobian matrix and t is the element thickness. For

plane stress, the thickness is interpolated as follows

/1
t,

t={lv, N2 N, N,}. :
3

t4

(4.42)

and t = 1 for plane strain.

Equations (4.33) - (4.42) were substituted into eqns. (4.22) - (4.24). These

equations were integrated symbolically using the computational software Maple V

Release 4. Equation (4.23) was inverted and the multiplication was performed to form

the element stiffness matrix, eqn. (4.32a).

4.3.2 had Vector

In this analysis, the initial stress, 00, initial strain, eo,and the externally applied

stress Oa are zero so that the external work, l_IExT,includes contributions from the

force, b, and the externally applied strain field, Ea. The load vector, F, from eqn.

(4.32b) then reduces to

body



F = f+ GTA-THA-lQ.

Where f from eqn. (4.26) is reduced to

(4.43)

f = jNTbdL2
Cli

(4.44)
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and the body force vector is given by

b={ bXbY}. (4.45)

The first term in eqn. (4.43) is integrated symbolically in Maple V. The first four

coefficients of the second term in eqn. (4.43) have been assembled for the stiffness

matrix and are reused for the load vector. The extermdl y applied strain, ea, that

appears in Q (eqn. (4.25)) is the strain field in the element due to an embedded crack

located on the edge of the element. Figure 4.3 shows an infinite elastic plate with an

embedded crack, subject to the far field stresses Oo, 61, and To. The embedded crack is

on the edge of a plane element with the origin of the local coordinates [~,q] located at

the center of the crack. The external strain field, e’, is the strain in the adjacent

element due only to the presence of the crack on its edge.

The strain field for a crack in an infinite elastic plate subject to the in-plane far

field stresses shown in Fig. 4.3 can be determined by introducing a complex stress

function Z(Z), where z = ~ + iq and i = & [Anderson, 1995],

‘(z)=& ‘ “(z)=(z2--_:2p3‘
(4.46)

where a is the half crack width.
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Figure4.3. Crackin an infiniteplate on the edgeof a 2-D solidelement.

For Mode I loading, to = O and the Mode I stresses are given by

erg<= CO(Re(Z) – qIm(Z’))+ o],

0 ~q = oO(Re(Z) + Im(Z’)),

and ’47 = –oOqRe(Z’),

where Re and Im denote the real and imaginary parts. For Mode II loading,

al) = 01 = O and the Mode II stresses are

cr~f = rO(21m(Z) + qRe(Z’)),

Cr~V= TO(–qRe(Z’)),

and r~q = rO(Re(Z) – q Im(Z’)).

(4.47)

(4.48)

(4.49)

(4.50)

(4.51)

(4.52)
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The stress – strain relations for plane stress and plane strain elastic behavior are given

by

(4.54a,b,c)

where G is the shear modulus of the material.

Then, by superposition of Mode I and Mode II stresses, eqns. (4.53) and (4.54)

become the following

:& =~[(~o(Re(Z)-qIm(Z’)) +cl +rO(21m(Z)+qRe(Z’)))-

v(oO(Re(Z) + qIm(Z’))– ~OqRe(Z’))],

&v? ‘~[(~~(Re(Z)+qIm(Z’) -rOqRe(Z’))-

v(aO(Re(Z) – qIm(Z’))+ al + tO(21m(Z) + 7Re(Z’)))]>

Sfv =~[-oOqRe(Z’)+ zO(Re(Z)-qIm(Z’))],

for plane stress, and

Sgf =~[(l-v)(ao(Re(Z) -@m(Z’))+ol +rO(21rn(Z)+qRe(Z’)))-

v(crO(Re(Z) + qIm(Z’)) – ~OqRe(Z’))] >

Evl = ‘[(l -v)(oO(Re(Z) + qIm(Z’)- rOqRe(Z’))-
E

v(oO(Re(Z) - qIm(Z’))+ a, + rO(2~(Z) + qRe(Z’)))]3

(4.55)

(4.56)

(4.57)

(4.58)

(4.59)
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~[-crOqRe(Z’)+ rO(Re(Z) -qIm(Z’))],‘~~ = 2G (4.60)

for plane strain.

Far field strains analogous to the far field stress can be defined, i.e. @ S1~.

The strain in the vicinity of the crack, due only to the presence of the crack, ~, is then

the total strain field around the crack minus the far field strain.

(4.61)

Plotted in the local coordinate system defined by Fig. 4.3, Figs. 4.4 and 4.5 show the

three components of the additional strain field of eqn. (4.61) in a plane stress (Fig. 4.4)

and plane strain (Fig. 4.5) element. The strain fields shown are for a segment of the

local coordinates defined by 0< ~ <1 and Og qs 1. The strain fields for -1 s ~ <0

can be determined by noting the symmetries and skew symmetries of the strain

components. The edge crack is defined along the line -0.5< ~ <0.5, ~=0. Hence, the

crack has a half width, a, of 0.5.

Modulus of the material is unity

Depending on the model

The far field stresses are unity. The Young’s

and Poisson’s ratio is 1/3.

(plane stress or plane strain), the strain fields of Fig.

4.4or Fig. 4.5are integrated numerically with Gauss Quadrature. Equation (4.26) is

assembled and the multiplication is performed to form the load vector, eqn. (4.43).



i)

iii)

Figure4.4. Componentsof the strainfield in a planestresselementdue to the presenceofa crack at the
interface. E= q= 01=TO= 1,v = 1/3,a = 0.5 i) Sal ii) s az iii) Eas
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i)

I
ii)

iii)

Figure4.5. Componentsof the strainfield in a planestrainelementdue to the presenceof a crackat the
- interface. E= Cro= 01= To=1,v = 1/3,a = 0.5 i) Gal ii) &a2 iii) e a3



4.4 ABA QUS/Standard Implementation
4.4.1 User Element

ABAQUS/Standard (referred to as ABAQUS) provides a means by which the

user can completely define the behavior of a finite element in an external subroutine.

This user element subroutine (uEL) is coded to define the contribution of an

individual element to the model. For each call to the UEL subroutine, the necessary

information (nodal displacements, velocities, accelerations, state variables, etc.) is

passed into the subroutine and a Jacobian matrix4 and residual vector for the individual

element must be calculated and returned. ABAQUS assembles this information to

form the complete system of equations and solve for the nodal variables.

In Fig. 4.6, a region is discretized into four solid elements. Shown on the right

in Fig. 4.6, an Interface Crack Element (ICE) is defined as two adj scent solid elements

with unique node numbers and a crack at the interface. The two sets of co-located

nodes at the interface remain coincident until failure. The individual ICES are then

assembled into the region being analyzed.

As described in Section 3.1 and also shown in Fig. 4.6, the definition of a

single user element in this analysis can be conceptual y thought of as two adjacent 2-D

solid elements with a crack at the interface. Because of the definition of the ICE, it is

likely that solid elements will be defined multiple times for the assembled model, but

each ICE in the model will be defined only once.

4The Jacobianmatrix is definedin ABAQUS/Standard.It is not the sameas the Jacobian
transformationmatrixdefinedby eqn. (4.37).
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Figure4.6. InterfaceCrackElement.

For an assembled matrix for a model, ABAQUS solves the following set of equations

by an appropriate iterative method5;

~N~cM =RM (4.62)

and UN=UN+CN, (4.63)

where N and M represent the system degrees of freedom (2 components of

displacement for each node in the present analysis), ~NM is the Jacobian matrix, CMis

the increment in nodal displacements, RM is the residual vector and UNis the nodal

displacement vector. Then for an exact solution, the residual and increment in

5ABAQUS/Standardusesa Newtonor Quasi-Newtonsolutionmethod. Referto the
ABAQUS/StandardUser’sManualandTheoryManualfordescriptionsand use of thesemethods.
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displacement would both equal zero. In practice, this is almost never realized and

convergence criteria are specified.

For implicit dynamic analysis, the Hilber, Hughes, Taylor integration operator

replaces the equilibrium equation with

MNMiiM W IHI+(l+a Nt+&– PN t+& a N ,–PN, }LN =0, (4.64)
t+At t+At

where a is a numeric damping coeftlcient, MN~ is the consistent mass matrix defined

by the mass density, ~, and the vector of interpolation functions, N, as follows;

NM _h4– f poNN “N”df2. (4.65)
Q

P, # are the internal and external force vectors. For the current analysis, the external

force vector is zero and the internal force vector is given by

IN =KNMUM +FN, (4.66)

where KNMis the stiffness matrix defined by eqn. (4.32a), u~ is the nodal displacement

vector and N is the load vector defined by eqn. (4.43). LN is the vector of Lagrange

multiplier forces which is zero in this analysis.

The time domain integration to compute the displacement and velocity is

carried out using the Newmark formulae

and

where

u
t+At

=ut+Atul+At2 [Hti’+pu’t+d
u‘+~=u’+A’[(+-y)u

p=:(l-ay,
1

‘=T–a

(4.67)

(4.68)

(4.69a,b)



Solving eqn. (4.67) for iil~+&and substituting into eqn. (4.64) in the absence of

interface crack influence yields

[

k? NM

‘1

NM

—+(1 +ct)KNM Ult+& –~
~At2 P

Ut ti
—+-J-+
Atz At‘()

;-p iilf -CZKNMUI,=0.
-1

(4.70)

Equation (4.64) applies to the system as well as each individual element so that the

global Jacobian matrix and residual vector can be assembled from the elemental

matrices and vectors. The elemental

. coefficient on u ~+&in eqn. (4.70),

contribution to the Jacobian matrix is then the

[

~NM = ~NM
1

—+(l+cz)KN~ .
~At2

(4.71)

The elemental contribution to the residual vector is the left-hand side of eqn. (4.64),

RN ._~NMuM
,,& +(l+a)GN ,+h –aGN ,, (4.72)

where GN is the combination of internal and external load vectors for the element.

Because of the overlapping definition of a user element stated above and

shown in Fig. 4.6, care must be taken so as not to assign multiple stiffness and mass to

a single element. To accomplish this, the assignment of the mass matrix and stiffness

matrix is recorded during each solution iteration. If these matrices have been assigned

to an element on a previous call to the UEL subroutine during a single iteration, then a

new mass matrix and stiffness matrix are not defined. Hence, the mass and stiffness

for each 2-D solid element are defined only once for each iteration. Because each

interface, and therefore, each interface crack, is ordy defined once, the contributions to

the right hand side vector due to the presence of a crack are assigned for each call to
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the UEL subroutine. Each crack on the border of an element will then affect the

behavior of the element.

4.4.2 Multi-Point Constraint

The MPC subroutine allows the user to constrain some or all of the degrees of

freedom of nodes. The use here will be to rigidly “tie” two, 2-D solid, elements

together to create the continuous interface and release the “tie” to create new crack

surface when the interface failure criteria are met.

As used in this analysis, the degrees of freedom of one node are eliminated by

attaching them to the degrees of freedom of the coincident node on the adjacent 2-D

solid element. The constraint for the i~~degree of freedom is then given by

f.@,u’)=o, (4.73)

where U*and U2are the vectors of degrees of freedom of the dependent and

independent nodes respectively. To remove the two components of displacement of

the dependant node, eqn. (4.73) can be explicitly written as

fl(ll’ju’)=ul’ -u,’ (4.74a)

and f,(J,u2)=u2’-u22. (4.74b)

Due to the incremental nature of the solution procedure, a linearized set of constraints

can be used for the calculation of equilibrium;

@i= Ail. &I’+ Ai2. &12.

The matrix representing the coefficients in the linearized

by

(4.75)

constraint equations is given



where i,j = 1,2 represent the degrees of fi-eedom and I = 1,2 represents the dependent

and independent nodes. Substitution of eqns. (4.74a,b) into eqn. (4.76) yields

and

[1
10

A’ =
01’

A’ =
[1

–1 o

o–1”

(4.77a)

(4.77b)

It can be noted at this point that (n-l) constraints, where n is the number of

nodes at a location, are required to statically condense all nodes at a location into one

node. Any greater number of constraints results in either under-constrained or

redundancy depending on the order they are evaluated. If all constraints are properly

applied, only one node will remain independent, all other nodes at the location are

dependent nodes. The under-constrained condition results from a dependent node

being attached to a previously dependent node., Redundancy results from the similar

configuration except that the sole remaining independent node is attached to a

previously dependent nodeG. The former case has a simple solution in that it can be

corrected by simply listing the constraints in the proper order. The latter case presents

somewhat of a challenge because it can not be determined a priori which node should

be the independent node.

four

four

For example, Fig. 4.7 shows an assembly of 4 ICES. At the intersection of the

user elements, there would naturally be four multi-point constraints with only

nodes at the location (i.e. nodes 6, 7, 10, 11). At this point, any node would

suffice as the remaining independent node, but this would only be true until one or

more of the interface cracks failed.
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Figure4.7. A simple systemconsistingof four 2-Dsolidelements(boxednumbers),four Interface
CrackElements(thecirclednumbers)and 16 nodes.

To illustrate this point, suppose steps a, b and c were used as the constraints to

tie the four nodes together:

a) node 6 tied to node 7, eliminating node 6;

b) node 7 tied to node 11, eliminating node 7;

c) node 11 tied to node 10, eliminating node 11.

Nodes 6,7, and 11 have been eliminated, therefore, the remaining independent node is

node 10. If ICE 3 failed, the constraints defining the interface would be released, and

elements 2 and 4 would be allowed to separate. The four nodes at the intersection

should remain coincident. If constraint b were released, node 7 would also become

independent. Thes ystem becomes under-constrained because there are two

independent nodes at a single location. Hence, the nodal condensation would not be

correct.

hBecausethe multi-pointconstraintsareevaluatedin the orderlisted in the input,a node that has been a
dependentnode can no longerbe used as an independentnode.
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To avoid this problem, a system was developed by which the remaining

independent node at a location becomes the dependent node when one or more failures

occur at that location. The node is attached to the formerly dependent node of one of

the failed ICES at that location. For the example given above, when ICE 3 failed, node

10 would be tied to node 7 so that node 7 is the remaining independent node. This

ensures that the multi-point constraints are correctly enforced. The method, presented

in detail in Section 1.2.1.2 of the Appendix, has proven to work for any combination

of ICE failures.

4.5 Inteiface Failure

The contributions to the Jacobian matrix and residual vector are the two pieces

of information required by ABAQUS to define the behavior of the element. If there

were no interface separation, those two arrays would be sufficient to define the

element. Because of the interface crack, which includes crack growth and interface

failure, other calculations must be performed and an indication of element failure must

be passed to the multi-point constraint (MPC) subroutine. This section describes the

evaluation of the interface failure.

4.5.1 Convergence

To determine the growth and failure of the crack at the interface, it should first

be pointed out that the solution technique used by ABAQUS is a non-monotonic

iterative process. This means that the result of each iteration is a wrong solution until

the convergence criteria have been met. Therefore, the interface crack behavior for

each user element is not correct until the solution has converged. This presents

somewhat of a problem in that if the solution, whether corrector incorrect, dictates
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that the interface has failed, there is a significant change in the problem. It would be

desirable to have the solution estimate approach the converged solution from below.

In other words, the estimated average stress state at the interface would be lower than

the correct average state until a solution has been reached.

One method to ensure that the problem does not undergo significant change

(an interface crack failure) due to a poor estimate of the solution is to employ user

defined convergence critenia. Until these criteria are met, there are no interface

failures. Because of the limited amount of information passed into the UEL

subroutine, a somewhat less strict convergence criteria than ABAQUS uses is

employed. ABAQUS uses convergence criteria based on the model residual vector,

eqn. (4.69), and the ratio of the largest displacement correction, c~ from eqn. (4.59), to

the largest increment of displacement. The user defined convergence criteria used in

the UEL subroutine are defined using the nodal displacements

CN~<a, CN<6, uiN <&, (4.78a,b,c)
u;

where uiNis the vector of increments in nodal point displacements, A a and s are user

defined convergence criteria. While these criteria are not always a correct predictor of

solution convergence, the user can determine when the method is in error. The

method of evaluating solution convergence is presented in Section 1.2.2.3 of the

Appendix.

4.5.2 Inte~ace Failure

After the convergence ctiteria have been met, a solution to within reasonable

tolerances has been reached and the interface failure criteria can be evaluated to

determine crack growth and failure at each interface.
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The elastic-plastic crack growth of the crack at the element interface is based

on a crack growth resistance curve. A typical curve shown in Fig. 4.8 gives the

relation between the crack half width, a, and the local strain energy release rate, G.

4 a

Figure4.8. Crackgrowthresistancecurve.

A common form of the curve is an exponential expression given by

G=l(a–aO~+ R,, (4.79)

where ~ RI, and n are material parameters and a. is the initial crack half width. The

Mode I and Mode II stress intensity factors for the interface crack can be calculated

from the interface stress state as follows

Cro>0, (4.80a)

K,I = zo~, (4.80b)

where czoand r. are the far field Mode I and Mode II stresses respectively and a is the

current crack half width. The local strain energy release rate can then be calculated as

follows

G=
K,Z+K,,’. (&@+(ro%h}

E E
9 (4.81)



where E is the Young’s Modulus of the material. Equation (4.79) is inverted to find

the change in crack length

()G–RI :
Aa=(a–so)= ~ . (4.82)

Then, for each time step, the change in crack length is calculated based on the

calculated strain energy release rate at each interface. If the new crack length is

greater than the previous crack length, the interface crack grows. If this growth causes

the crack width to exceed the interface width, the interface fails.

For crack growth using the resistance curve method, as the size of the initial

interface cracks decreases, the interface stresses required to grow the crack increases.

If the initial crack half width is very small, the stresses required to grow the crack

exceed the strength of the material being modeled. Because the method described

above only includes fracture and does not account for gross material failure, a gross

stress failure criterion has been included. The sole criterion for this method is given

by

Oo>crf, (4.83)

where Ofis the failure stress of the material. Then, when the normal stress acting on

the interface exceeds the material failure stress, the interface fails.



5. Results

In the previous section, a method for modeling discrete dynamic fracture of

structures in the presence of a distribution of cracks was presented. In this section, the

method is tested on several different structures and the results of the tests are

presented.

To determine if the structural and dynamic components of the numerical model

are within expected accuracy, the vibration of three simple structures have been

modeled. To investigate the effects of a distribution of small cracks on the dynamic

characteristics of a structure, the vibration of these three simple structures has been

compared for the case with no interface cracks and with interface cracks included. An

investigation into the discrete fracture model has been done by modeling the fracture

of a Compact Tension Specimen and a Single Edge Notched Beam Specimen. In

addition, a future application of this modeling technique has been investigated.

5.1 Structural Dynamics with Distributed Cracks

The vibrations of three simple structures with analytical solutions are modeled

to determine the accuracy of the numerical formulation and the implementation and to

demonstrate the effects of a distribution of cracks throughout the structure. As stated

previously, the interface cracks add a term to the element load vector, but the resulting

stiffness matrix is that of a standard plane element formulated from the Hu – Washizu
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energy principle. Therefore, exclusion of the interface cracks results in a standard

plane element model.

5.1.1 Axial Vibration of a Beam

The axial vibration of the long slender beam in Fig. 5.1 has been numerically

modeled with plane stress elements. The fundamental frequency of vibration, O, of a

solid beam of length L is given by

(5.1)

where E is Young’s modulus and P is the mass density [Voltema and Zachmanoglou,

1965]. The mean displacement, a is the average displacement of the end of the

vibrating beam and corresponds to the end displacement if the load is applied slowly.

The mean displacement is given by

(5.2)

where A is the area of the beam and f is the applied load.

The beam, shown in Fig. 5.1, has a length of 20 in., a height of 1 in. and a

width of 0.1 in. It is fixed at one end and a load ramp is applied at the other end as

shown. The material properties are typical of linear elastic mild steel with E = 30x

106 psi and p = 7.3 x 104 lbf sec2/in4. Then, for the given material properties and

dimensions, the fundamental frequency of the beam is 2534 Hz, and the mean

displacement is 1.33x 10-2in.
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Figure 5.1. Modelof a beamfor axialvibrationwith a suddenlyappliedload.

The beam was discretized with 118 interface crack elements which consisted

of 80 plane stress elements; 40 along its length and 2 through its height giving each

element an aspect ratio of 1. A comparison of axial displacement of the beam end for

a model with no interface cracks and a model with interface cracks of length 0.4 in. is

shown in Fig. 5.2. The vibration frequency of the beam with no interface cracks is

determined to be 2532 Hz, which is less than 0.1 ?40from the theoretical value

calculated above. This error is likely due to an error in determining the location of the

peaks used to calculate the frequency and not an error in the numerical model. The

frequency was determined by dividing the number of cycles of vibration by the time of

vibration. The time of vibration is determined by locating the first and last peak of

vibration. Because of the discrete nature of the analysis, the highest calculated point



for each peak is not the true peak of vibration. This discrepancy between calculated

and actual peak values is likely the major cause of error.
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Time (104see)

Figure 5.2. Comparisonof axial displacementof a beamfor the two models.

In comparison to the structural vibration model, the frequency of the model

with interface cracks decreased to 2511 Hz. Shown in Table 5.1, there is also a higher

amplitude, ~ and mean deflection, d

Theoretical Model Without Model With Percent
Value Interface Cracks Interface Cracks Difference

co(Hz) 2534 2532 2511 -0.84 %

a (in.) 9.801 X 10-3 9.900X 10-3 1.01%

~(in.) 1.333 x 10-2 1.336 X 10-2 1.354 x 10-2 1.39%

Table 5.1. Comparisonof axial vibrationof beamwith and withoutinterfacecracks.
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(5.5)
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For this type of problem, it is expected that the numerical results will be very

close to the theoretical predictions. This is because the linear displacement along the

length of the beam can be reproduced exactly by the linear displacement interpolation

functions of the finite elements. The numerical results show good agreement between

the theoretical predictions and the numerical model without interface cracks and are

within the expected values. The inclusion of the interface cracks in the numerical

model showed the expected trends. A distribution of small cracks in the beam would

reduce the stiffness of the beam. This effect is shown in the numerical model by the

decrease in frequency and increase in mean displacement and amplitude. It is

expected that the effects of the interface cracks are small, but it is not known if the

predicted magnitudes are correct.

5.1.2 Transverse Vibration of a Cantilevered Beam

The transverse vibration of a cantilevered beam has been modeled with plane

stress elements. The first frequency of vibration of a long slender beam, neglecting

shear and rotary inertia [Volterra and Zachmanoglou, 1965], is given by

(5.3)

where 1 is the moment of inertia, A k the area, and k for fixed-free end conditions is

given by

: + 0.30433078

Zand A for a rectangular section are given by

I = ;bh3,

(5.4)



and . A=bh, (5.6)

where b is the width and h is the height. The mean displacement of the end of the

beam is given by

(5.7)($=
3EI “

The beam, shown in Fig. 5.3, is 20 in. long, has a height of 1 in. and a

thickness of 0.1 in. The material properties are the same as those given for the axial

vibration. The first frequency of vibration from eqn. (5.3) is 81.9 Hz, and the mean

displacement is 5.33 x 10-1in.

The beam was discretized with 355 ICES, which consisted of 200 plane stress

elements; 40 lengthwise and 5 through its height giving each element an aspect ratio

of 2.5. As with the axial vibration model, two models are compared. One model has

no interface cracks and the second model includes interface cracks of length of 0.1 in.

x-
0.1 in.

f

50

10-4 t

f

Figure5.3. Modelof a beamfor transversevibrationwith a suddenlyappliedload.
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The comparison of transverse displacement of the free end for both models is

shown in Fig. 5.4. The frequency of vibration of the model with no interface cracks is

determined to be 85.4 Hz, which is a 4.27% difference from the value calculated from

eqn. (5.3). This error is likely twofold; first, there is likely an error in the

determination of the location of the vibration peaks, second, the numerical model uses

linear displacement interpolation functions. Since strain is related to displacement by

differentiation, the elements are only capable of modeling constant strain conditions.

The strains are not constant in the cantilever beam problem, which has a linear

distribution of strain through the height. Hence, given the model of five elements

through the beam height, this linear distribution of strain is discretized into five

different regions of constant strain. A greater number of elements through the height

of the beam would yield better results.

In a comparison of the dynamic behavior of the two models, shown in Table

5.2, the trends for the change in frequency and mean deflection are similar to the axial

vibration. The decrease in amplitude seems to indicate a stiffening response, which is

contrary to the softening indicated by the decrease in frequency and increase in mean

displacement.

A comparison between the theoretical values and the numerically predicted

results show that the model adequately predicts the dynamic characteristics of the

cantilevered beam. Although there is a discrepancy between the two results, the

numerical model is not expected to reproduce the physical solution as stated above.

As with the axial beam vibration, the inclusion of interface cracks lowers the predicted

frequency of vibration and increases the mean displacement as expected. The
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prediction of a decrease in amplitude is unexpected. This maybe due to the discrete

nature of the solution in which the predicted amplitude is not the true amplitude.
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Figure 5.4. Comparisonof transversedisplacementof a beam for the two models.

Theoretical Model Without Model With Percent
Value Interface Cracks Interface Cracks Difference

a)(Hz) 81.9 85.4 85.1 -0.35 %

cz(in.) 4.65 X 10-1 4.54 x 10-’ -2.37%

d(in.) 5.33 x 10-1 4.86 X 10-1 4.87 X 10-1 0.34%
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5.1.3 Vibration of a Thin Ring

The fnst breathing mode of vibration of a thin ring has been modeled with

plane stress elements. The breathing mode of vibration is the mode in which each

circumferential segment expands and contracts radially at the same rate (i.e. the ring

remains circular while expanding and contracting). The fundamental frequency of

vibration is given by

(5.8)

a=?
Et ‘

(5.9)

where t is the thickness of the cylinder and P is the internal pressure[Timoshenko and

Woinowsky-Krieger, 1959].

The ring, shown in Fig. 5.5, has an inner radius of 4.0 in. and an outer radius of

4.1 in. The material properties are the same as those given for the previous two

where r is the mean radius [Timoshenko et al, 1974]. The mean displacement of the

ring is given by

examples. The fkst frequency of vibration from eqn. (5.8) is 7966 Hz, and the mean

displacement is 5.47x io-3 in.

The ring was discretized with 540 ICES, which consisted of 360 plane stress

elements; 180 along its circumference and 2 through its radial dimension giving a

minimum aspect ratio of about 2.8 and a maximum aspect ratio of about 2.9. Two

models are again compared; one without interface cracks and one with 0.002 in. cracks

at each interface.
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Figure 5.5. Modelof a ring for vibrationwitha suddenlyappliedpressure.

A comparison of the radial displacement of the ring for the two models is

shown in Fig. 5.6. The model predicts the vibration frequency without interface

cracks to be 7937 Hz, which is a 0.470 difference from the theoretical value, eqn. (5.8).

As with the axial vibration model, the error is likely due to an error in determining the

location of the peaks used to calculate the frequency and not an error in the numerical

model. A comparison of the dynamic characteristics of the two models is shown in

Table 5.3, where it can be noted that there are no obvious changes in the dynamic

characteristics. This is encouraging because it is expected that the small size of the

interface cracks in this model don’t significantly affect the results.
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Theoretical Model Without Model With Percent
Value Interface Cracks Interface Cracks Difference

m (Hz) 7966 7937 7937 0.0%

cz(in.) “1.31 x 10-3 1.31 x 10-3 0.0%

~(in.) 5.47 x 10-3 5.44 x 10-3 5.44 x 10-3 0.0%

Table 5.3. Comparisonof vibrationof a ring withand withoutinterfacecracks.

5.2 Fracture Modeling

A primary goal of this thesis is to provide a useful numerical engineering

analysis tool that can, with relative ease, model the dynamic response of structures in

the presence of discrete fracture with reasonable engineering accuracy. In Section 5.1,

modeling of the structural response in the presence of interface cracks was
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demonstrated. In this section, several cases in which structural response and discrete

fracture occur are presented. The results of the simulations demonstrate the

effectiveness of the numerical algorithm and finite element implementation.

5.2.1 Compact Tension Specimen

The compact tension (CT) specimen is a well known and widely used

specimen in fracture testing of metals [ASTM, 1997]. Properly configured, the testing

of a CT specimen will yield the plane strain fracture toughness of the material. As

used here, the relationship between the stress intensity factor and the applied load is

inverted to determine the expected load at failure for a given geometry and material.

For the model presented here, the crack growth resistance curve is modeled as

a sharp exponential given by

G = 213(a–aO)~. (5.10)

Figure 5.6 shows a graph of eqn. (5.10) where it can be seen that the strain

energy release rate is approximately a constant of 200 in-lb/in. Therefore, the fracture

toughness can be approximated by a constant with a value of 80 x 103 lbf A. The

material properties used in this investigation, given in Table 5.4, are typical of mild

steel.

The nominal dimensions for the model are given in Fig. 5.7 with the actual

dimension used in the model given in parentheses. The dimensions correspond to the

required dimensions and allowable tolerances given in ASTM E399-90 for the

material properties given in Table 5.4 [ASTM, 1997].
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Crackgrowthresistancecurve.

Young’s Modulus (E) 30x 106 psi
Poisson’s Ratio (v) 0.3

Yield Strength (aY,) 80x 105 psi
Fracture Toughness (KIC) -80 x 103 psi G

A 213 in-lb/in

RI 0.0
n 0.01

Table5.4. MaterialPropertiesfor CT specimen.

The stress intensity factor, for the specimen in Fig. 5.7, is given by

K1 = --$-f (a/w). (5.11)

Then, equating the stress intensity factor to the critical value, KIC, and solving for the

load at fracture,

F . KkB4W

C’ f(m) ‘
(5.12)

wheref(O.5 18)= 10.22. Substitution into eqn. (5. 12) gives a critical load of 43.5 kips.
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Figure5.7. Nominaland actualdimensionsfor CT specimenmodel.

The finite element model, shown in Fig. 5.8, consists of 900 individual 2-D

solid elements, 3600 nodes, and 1723 Interface Crack Elements. Each interface is

seeded with a crack of length 0.01 in. The load is applied at a rate of 375 lbf/sec/in

(937.5 lb/see), which corresponds to 2.5 times the maximum load rate allowed by

ASTM E399-90. For this analysis the time step starts at 5.0 see/step and is reduced to

a value of 1.28 x 10-5see/step before the first fracture occurs.

constant at 1.28 x 10-5see/step after the first ICE fracture.

The time step is held

Figure 5.9 shows a detail of the final crack growth pattern. All fractures in this

model are due to the normal stress exceeding the failure stress of the material. The

figure shows that the fracture propagates through 10 ICES and then the crack branches,

in a symmetrical pattern, away from the mid-plane. The numerical prediction of crack

branching is likely an error due to the approximation of the stress state ahead of the
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crack tip. Although the prediction of crack branching might be an error, the crack path

before branching (ICES 1683-1692) is the expected path. Figure 5.10 shows four

contour plots of the fracturing CT specimen. The contoured variable is the strain in

the vertical direction (normal to the original sharp notch).

! , I

I 1 I I I I I I
I I I, t

I I I I I i I I I I I

I I I I I ! I I I I I

Figure5.8. Mesh and boundaryconditionsfor CT specimenmodel.

The failure time of each ICE is given in Table 5.5. From the failure times, the

critical load value and crack propagation speed can be determined.

The first fracture occurs at 24.4000256 see, which corresponds to a load of

22875 lbf. ICE number 1692 fractures at 24.4003584 see, which corresponds to an

increase in load of 0.312 lbf. This load is approximately 53% of the value of 43500

lbf given by eqn. (5.12). This error in approximating the failure loads is an area that

needs further investigation.
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ICE Time (sec.) ICE Time (sec.)
1683 24.4000256 822 24.4003584
1684 24.4001280 836 24.4003584
1685 24.4001408 1692 24.4003584
1686 24.4001792 823 24.4003968
1687 24.4002432 837 24.4003968
1688 24.4002560 809 24.4004096
1689 24.4002688 852 24.4004096
1690 24.4002816 810 24.4004480
821 24.4003200 853 24.4004480
835 24.4003200 796 24.4005888
1691 24.4003200 868 24.4005888

Table5.5. Failuretimesfor ICESin CT model.

Figure 5.9. Detailof crackgrowthin CT specimen(1OXmagnification).
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The speed of crack propagation is varied. Time between fracture of ICES

ranges from 1.024 x 104 sec to 1.28 x 10-5sec. This results in a crack velocity range

of 1616inlsec -15015 irdsec. The average crack speed, not including the fust ICE or

the crack branching, is 8920 inkc. If the first two ICES are not included, the average

velocity is 9964 inlsec. These values are well below the theoretical crack speed limit

of the Rayleigh wave speed, CR, and the experimentally observed values of maximum

crack speed of approximately 0.4CR. For the material properties used,

CR =1.16 x105~,
sec

and 0.4CR= 4.64x104 ~ .
sec

The maximum crack speed (15015 in/see) in the numerical model is approximately

13% of theoretical limit and 32% of experimentally observed maximum crack speeds.

The average crack speed (8920 inkc) is approximately 7.79?0of the theoretical limit

and 19% of experimentally observed maximum crack speeds.

The numerical model has predicted the expected crack paths, although the

predicted failure load and crack speed are not reasonable. While it is encouraging that

the correct failure path is predicted, the model needs work to accurately predict failure
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loads and speed.

5.2.2 Single Edge Notched Beam

Like the CT specimen, the single edge notched beam (SENB) is a specimen

that is used to determine the plane strain fracture toughness of the test material.

Standard testing requirements for the SENB specimen are given in ASTM E399-90.

Similar to the fracture simulation of the CT specimen, the crack growth resistance



curve used in the model is a sharp exponential so that the critical fracture toughness

can be approximated by a constant. The KIC– FCrrelationship can be inverted to

determine the load at fracture for the test material. The properties for the SENB

specimen material are given in Table 5.6.

Young’s Modulus (E) 30x 106 psi

Poisson’s Ratio (v) 0.3

Yield Strength (cxV,) 120 x 103 psi

Fracture Toughness (KIC) -80 x 103 psi k

2 213 in-lb/in

RI 0.0
n 0.01

Table5.6. MaterialPropertiesfor SENBspeeimen

Shown in Fig. 5.11 are the nominal and actual dimensions for the SENB

specimen. These dimensions correspond to ASTM E399-90. The load is applied at a

rate of 666.6 lbf/see, twice the maximum load rate specified in ASTM E399-90.

F .

*

Figure 5.11. Nominaland actualdimensionsfor SENB speeimenmodel.
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The stress intensity factor, for the specimen in Fig. 5.11, is given by

K, =~~(a/W).

BWZ

(5.13)

Then, equating the stress intensity factor to the critical value, KIC, and solving for the

load at fracture,

KkBW;

“r= sf(a/w) ‘

wheref(O.5) = 2.66. The load at fracture for the given material and

kips.

(5.14)

geometry is 10.63

Two different meshes were used to model the SENB. The coarse mesh, shown

in Fig. 5.12, consisted of 1836 interface crack elements constructed of 960 2-D solid

elements with 3840 nodes. The mesh consisted of 16 equally sized divisions along the

height (Win Fig. 5.11) and 60 element divisions along the length (S in Fig. 5. 11).

The length divisions are small near the center and transition to large divisions near the

edges. The rows of elements on each side of the mid-plane are 0.070 in. x 0.125 in.

and the rows of elements at the two ends are 0.263 in. x 0.125 in. Each interface is

seeded with a crack having a width of 0.01 in.

s’+?

Figure5.12. Coarsemeshof SENBspecimen.
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The failure times of six elements in front of the crack is given in Table 5.7.

The first ICE failure occurred at 15.417228 sec., which corresponds to a Ioad of

10.277 kips. This value is 97% of the value given by eqn. (5.14). All ICE failures

were a result of the normal stress at the interface exceeding the yield strength of the

material and not a fracture of the interface crack. Beginning after the first ICE failure,

the average crack speed for the fracture of the SENB specimen is2713 inhec.

ICE Time (sec.)
1829 15.4172288
1830 15.4172672
1831 15.4173056
1832 15.4173952
1833 15.4174336
1834 15.4174592

Table 5.7. Failuretimesfor ICESin the coarsemeshSENBmodel.

Figure 5.13 shows the displaced contour plot (displacement magnified 5 times)

of four different states in the analysis. The contoured variable is the s@in component

along the horizontal direction (i.e. normal to the original sharp notch). Only six of the

eight elements in front of the notch failed in the analysis. This is due to the difficulty

in modeling the material state (displacement, strain and stress states) as the fracture

nears the edge of the specimen. As mentioned previousl y, the strain field in a linear

displacement element is constant, so that as the fracture nears the edge of the

specimen, the decreasing number of elements through the thickness decreases the

accuracy of the model. This results in an incorrect strain field in front of the crack and

the crack no longer propagates in the expected direction.
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Figure5.13, Contourof strainnormalto sharpnotchwith 5x displacement“magnification;Top left:beforefracture,top right:
1 ICEfailure,bottomleft:4 ICE failures,bottomright 6 ICE failures.
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The fine mesh, shown in Fig. 5.14, consists of 3732 interface crack elements,

1920 2-D solid elements and 7680 nodes. The fine mesh has 32 equally sized

divisions along the height and 60 element divisions along the length. The rows of

elements on each side of the mid-plane are 0.070 in. x 0.0625 in. and the rows of

elements at the two ends are 0.263 in. x 0.0625 in. As with the coarse mesh, the

interface cracks have a width of 0.01 in.

Figure5.14. Fine mesh d SENBspecimen.

The failure time of 14 elements in front of the crack is given in TabIe 5.7. The

ICE directly in front of the sharp notch failed at 10.9712384 sec., which corresponds

to a load of 7.313 kips. This value is 69% of the value given by eqn. (5.14). As with

the coarse mesh model, all ICE failures were a result of the normal stress at the

interface exceeding the ultimate strength of the material and not a fracture of the

interface crack. The average speed of crack propagation for this model is 2048 in/see.
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ICE Time (sec.) ICE Time (sec.)
3717 10.9712384 3724 10.9714432
3718 10.9712768 3725 10.9714560
3719 10.9712896 3726 10.9714688
3720 10.9713280 ,3727 10.9714944
3721 10.9713664 3728 10.9715200
3722 10.9714048 3729 10.9715712
3723 10.9714176 3730 10.9716352

Table 5.8. Failuretimesfor ICEsinthe finemesh SENBmodel.

Figure 5.15 shows the displaced contour plot (displacement magnified 5 times)

of four different states in the analysis. The contoured variable is the strain component

along the horizontal direction (i.e. normal to the original sharp notch). With this

model only 14 of the 16 elements in front of the notch failed in the analysis. As with

the coarse mesh model, the remaining unfractured elements are due to the difficulty in

correctly modeling the bending state with only two elements.

While both of the models for the SENB specimen predicted the expected crack

propagation paths, only the coarse mesh accurately predicted the failure load. Both

models predict crack speeds well below the expected values. The accuracy of both the

predicted crack loads and crack propagation speeds decreased for the more refined

mesh. This is counter intuitive to the expected increase in accuracy for a more refined

mesh.



Figure5,15. Contourof strainnormalto sharpnotchwith 5x displacementmagnification;Top left:beforefracture,top right:
5 ICE failures,bottomleft 10ICE failures,bottomright: 14ICE failures
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5.3 A Future Application

Energetic particulate materials, or high explosives (HE), are used in many

applications. Because the unexpected initiation of HE could potentially be a problem,

the initiation behavior of HE under a variety of conditions is of great interest. The

mechanically coupled cookoff (MCCO) of HE is an experiment designed to

investigate the initiation behavior of HE subject to an explosive shock at elevated

temperatures [Dickson et al, 1998].

In the MCCO experiments, a small flat cylinder of HE is confined in a 1/8 in.

thick copper shell as shown in Fig. 5,16. The HE specimen has a 1 in. outer diameter

with a 1/8 in inner diameter. The specimen is also confined on the top and bottom by

glass, ceramic or sapphire as shown. The temperature of the HE is elevated to

simulate cookoff and then the inner surface of - ‘-– -- - - - - - “-the Hki cyhnder w shocked with a

pressure pulse created by an explosive wire.

Figure5.16.Cross-sectionof experimentalsetupof mechanically
coupledcookoffof highexplosives. ~



Shown in Fig. 5.17, the resulting progression of events is viewed through the

segment of toughened glass or sapphire used to confine the top of the HE cylinder.

After the initiation of the pressure pulse on the interior of the HE cylinder, large radial

cracks can be seen along with ignition on the newly exposed surfaces of the cracks.

The fracture patterns shown in Fig. 5.17 are typical of the results observed in the

MCCO experiments, in which 3 large cracks occur with many small and micro cracks.
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Figure 5.17. The progression of fracture and ignition in MCCOexperiments.

The numerical modeling of these experiments is a difficult task. Many

different phenomena must be incorporated into the model to accurately reproduce the

results. The material, which is a particulate composite, is rate sensitive and undergoes



damage due to the formation of microcracks. There are mismatches in thermal

expansion coefficients, which results in the buildup of strain during an increase in

temperature. The ignition in the HE material has significant temperature and material

effects. The formation of macroscopic cracks and the exposure of new surface area

requires that a discrete fracture model be used that can model these changes in

geometry and correctly predict the formation of these cracks.

While all of these areas are being addressed, a complete model that can

accurately predict the results of the MCCO experiments has not yet been achieved.

One piece of this complete model is the discrete fracture method presented in this

thesis. As an investigation into the application of the discrete fracture code to the

MCCO experiments, a simple simulation of the MCCO has been undertaken.

The HE specimen and copper ring confinement were modeled as shown in Fig.

5.18. The outer copper ring is a simple plane strain linear elastic model with no cracks

seeded at the element interfaces. The HE cylinder is a linear elastic plane strain model

with a random distribution of cracks seeded at “theelement interfaces. The average

crack length is 0.002 in. with a 50% random variation so that the cracks range in size

from 0.001 – 0.003 in. The gross stress failure criterion is disabled so that failure of

the ICES is forced to be due to the interface crack growth exceeding the interface

width. The interface between the HE and copper is a rigid bond.

Both materials are modeled as linear elastic materials with the properties for

the HE being the author’s best guess. The pertinent material properties are given in

Table 5.9. The crack growth resistance curve is shown in Fig. 5.19. Because the

curve is sharp and therefore, negligible crack growth occurs before sudden failure of



the interface, a change in A would simply change the stress at which fracture occurs

(e.g. a doubling of 2 would double the fracture stress).

Figure5.18. Modelof HE and Copperin MCCOExperiments.

Copper High Explosive
Young’s Modulus (E) 2 x 107 I 5 x 106 Dsi

I0.3Poisson’s Ratio (v) 0.33

A 100 in-lb/in
I I I 0.0 I

A 1 1

n 0.01

Table 5.9. Material Properties for MCCO Model.
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Figure 5.19. Crack growth resistance curve for HE.

A load is applied to each node on the interior of the HE cylinder. Each load is

initially perpendicular to the element faces. to simulate an applied internal pressure.

The direction of these forces remains constant so that if a fracture occurs, or the

interior becomes non-circular for any other reason, the applied load is not a true

pressure. In addition, this “pressure” is not applied to new crack surfaces when they

form. The load is chosen so that fracture occurs at about 10-2 sec. This load has no

relation to the load applied in the experiments.

Using these approximations and the mesh shown in Fig. 5.18, the analysis was

performed. The results of the analysis, shown in the deformed wire frame mesh in

Fig. 5.20, show that the general features of the MCCO experiments are reproduced.

The two figures show two different analyses run under the same conditions. Each

model has a different random distribution of interface cracks, but still in the range

0.001 – 0.003 in. In each case, two large cracks form and propagate out towards the
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copper ring. Another, smaller crack, which doesn’t propagate out to the copper ring

within the analysis run times, also appears. Several small cracks also occur on the

inner surface of the cylinder but don’t propagate through more than 2-3 ICES.

These results are very encouraging. Even wjth the gross approximations that

have been made, the general features of the experimental results have been

reproduced. The use of this discrete fracture model looks very promising for

application in this area.

Figure 5.20. Two MCCO analyses.
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6. Summary and Conclusions

A method for modeling the discrete ilacture of two-dimensional linear elastic

structures with a distribution of small cracks subject to dynamic conditions has been

developed. The foundation for this numerical model is a plane element formulated

from the Hu-Washizu energy principle. The distribution of small cracks is

incorporated into the numerical model by including a small crack at each eIement

interface. The additional strain field in an element adjacent to this crack is treated as

an externally applied strain field in the Hu-Washizu energy principle. The resulting

stiffness matrix is that of a standard plane element. The resulting load vector is that of

a standard plane element with an additional term that includes the externally applied

strain field. Except for the crack strain field equations, all terms of the stiffness matrix

and load vector are integrated symbolically in Maple V so that fully integrated plane

stress and plane strain elements are constructed. The crack strain field equations are

integrated numerically.

The modeling of dynamic behavior of simple structures was demonstrated

within acceptable engineering accuracy. In the model of axial and transverse vibration

of a beam and the breathing mode of vibration of a thin ring, the dynamic

characteristics were shown to be within expected limits. The models dominated by

tensile forces (the axially loaded beam and the pressurized ring) were within 0.5% of

the theoretical values while the shear dominated model (the transversely loaded beam)
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is within 5% of the calculated theoretical value. The constant strain field of the tensile

problems can be modeled exactly by the numerical model. The numerical results

should therefore, be exact. The discrepancies can be accounted for by errors in the

calculation of frequency from the numerical results. The linear strain field of the

transverse model must be modeled by a series of constant strain elements. This is an

approximation to the true strain field, so some error is expected.

The inclusion of interface cracks in the two beam models was shown to affect

the dynamic response by decreasing the frequency of vibration and increasing mean

displacement. Because the interface cracks in the thin ring model were small in

comparison to the interface cracks in the beam models, the dynamic characteristics of

the thin ring were not noticeably affected by the inclusion of interface cracks. For the

axial and transverse beam models, the decrease in frequency was 0.84% ~d 0.35%

respectively. The increase in mean displacement for the two models was 1.39% for

the axial model and 0.34% for the transverse model. In addition to the decrease in

frequency and increase in, mean displacement, the amplitude of vibration increased for

the axially loaded beam (an increase of 1.019io) while it decreased for the transversely

loaded beam (a decrease of 2.37%). While these differences are small and could be

well within the error range of these calculations, the general trends are qualitatively

noticeable on the plot of axial displacement of the beam in Fig. 5.2. The trends are

more pronounced in this model because the interface cracks are much larger than in

the other two models.

These trends indicate a reduction in stiffness. A distribution of small cracks

throughout a structure would have the affect of reducing the stiffness. Hence, the
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frequency changes and mean displacement changes that are shown to result from

inclusion of interface cracks are expected. It has not been determined if the

magnitudes of these changes are correct. An increase in the compliance would also

increase the amplitude of vibration. The decrease in amplitude that is observed for the

transverse beam vibration is unexpected and could be due to errors in locating the

peaks of each cycle of vibration.

displacement value in each cycle

The peaks are determined by finding the maximum

of vibration. The error results from the discrete

nature of the solution process in which the maximum numerical value determined is

not the true peak.

Discrete fracture has been accomplished by incorporating material failure

criteria in the model and by defining each 2-D element so that it can separate from its

neighbors without a redefinition of the element connectivity. Each element is defined

by unique node numbers and then rigidly bonded to the neighboring elements to create

the structure being modeled. If the failure criteria are met, this rigid bond is released

and new crack surface is formed. This method allows for the creation of new crack

surface at any of the element interfaces. Hence, new crack surface is not required to

emanate from preexisting cracks and can initial and propagate along any element

interface.

The material failure modes incorporated into the model are an elastic-plastic

fracture model, based on a material’s crack growth resistance curve, which includes a

gross stress failure model. For the fracture ftiitmmodel, the strain energy release rate

at each element interface is calculated. Then a new interface crack length is calculated

from the inverted crack growth resistance curve. If the interface crack grows wider



than the element interface, failure occurs and the interface is allowed to separate. If

the interface cracks are too smalI, the stress at failure using the crack growth resistance

curve method exceeds the material failure stress. The gross stress failure criterion has

been incorporated with the fracture failure model to correctly model material failure

for very small interface cracks. The gross stress failure criterion defines failure as the

normal stress exceeding the material failure stress.

Two standard fracture experiments were modeled to demonstrate the method.

Compact Tension (CT) and Single Edge Notched Beam (SENB) specimens were

modeled according to the geometrical specifications in ASTM E399-90. The CT

specimen was loaded at the maximum rate specified and the two SENB specimens

were loaded a rate twice the maximum specified.

The results showed that the numerical model can accurately predict the fracture

paths, but does not predict the correct fracture load. The numerically predicted

fracture path is correct until the crack tip stress field cannot be adequately modeled by

the linear displacement finite elements. This occurs as the density of elements ahead

of the crack tip decreases. For instance, as a crack nears the edge of a structure. For

the CT specimen and the fine mesh SENB specimen, there was significant difference

between the predicted critical load and the load at fracture in the numerical model.

The CT specimen fractured at 53% of the calculated value and the fine mesh SENB

specimen fractured at 69% of the calculated value. The coarse mesh SENB model

fractured at 97% of the calculated value. In all three cases, the failure was due to the

normal stress exceeding the failure strength and not due to growth of the interface

crack. The’ calculated crack velocities for the three cases were significantly below the



expected crack velocities for rapid fracture. This is likely due to the differences

between the numerical modeling of failure and the actual failure mode during fracture.

For the numerical model, the failure must occur over an averaged distance in front of

the crack tip, whereas the process zone for fracture in a real specimen is microscopic.

It is not known how the crack velocities wotdd be affected if the gross stress criterion

were not used. This would allow for a failure by fracture of the interface crack, but

the build-up of energy over an averaged finite distance in front of the crack tip would

still be necessary.

A future application of this method has also been investigated. The

mechanically coupled cookoff (MCCO) of high explosive (HE) is a well documented

experiment. It was shown that, even with very gross approximation, the general crack

features of the experiments have been reproduced.

More investigation of this method is still needed. The reason for the error in

failure loads and crack propagation speeds needs to be investigated. The mesh

sensitivity of the method needs to be determined. Studies need to be performed to

determine if there is element size convergence and/or element size dependence.

Possibly many other areas need to be investigated that have not yet been determined.

The method presented in this thesis has been shown to have promise for

modeling the discrete dynamic fracture of structures with a distribution of small

cracks. The mesh complexity is only slightly more complex than that of typical

structural analysis. The failure criteria are based on a standard fracture mechanics

model. Although the predicted failure loads and crack propagation speeds are in error,

the crack propagation patterns appear to be correct.
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1. CE Implementation

An interface crack element has been developed and implemented in the
implicit integration finite element code ABAQUS/St~dard. This is accomplished by
defining the behavior of an element in the user element subroutine (UEL) and
constraining coincident nodes with the multi-point constraint (MPC) subroutine.
These two subroutines completely define the mode17 so that ABAQUS is only used to
assemble the global equations and solve for the nodal variables (displacement,
velocity and acceleration). The following documentation includes a description of the
use of the external subroutines used to define the element and provide the interface
separation.

1.1 Defining the model

A model is defined to allow for the creation of new crack surface as failure criteria
are satisfied. This model must allow for the separation along any of the element
interfaces. To accomplish this, each 2-D solid element is defined by unique node
numbers so that no redefinition of element connectivity is needed when one element
separates from an adjacent element. Until failure of the interface, the coincident nodes
are statically condensed so that the elements are rigidl y held together.

1.1.1 A Simple Structure

A simple structure, discretized into 9 2-D solid elements, is shown in Fig. 1.1. The
structure is defined in the x-y plane (i.e. a purely 2-D definition) and can be subjected
to any admissible boundary conditions. The assembled structure bears a close
resemblance to a standard mesh for a simple structural analysis. The main difference
is that the current definition allows for the redefinition of the geometry as the analysis
progresses. Until this occurs, the model behaves similar to a standard plane element
model.

An exploded view of the assembly of the simple structure shown in Fig. 1.1 is
depicted in Fig. 1.2. The plain numbers indicate nodes, the boxed numbers indicate
the ABAQUS user elements (called Interface Crack Elements or ICES), and the circled
numbers indicate the individual 2-D solid elements. Each 2-D solid element is defined
by unique node numbers so that the nine 2-D solid elements are defined by 36 n,odes
(an equivalent standard mesh would contain 16 nodes). For use in the UEL
subroutine, each ICE is defined by the eight nodes of the two adjacent solid elements.

Then for the assembly of nine 2-D solid elements, there are 12 interface crack
elements. It is not necessary for the ICE numbering scheme to follow a regular
geometrical pattern as shown, but ICES must be numbered consecutively starting at 1.

7 It is a simple matter to include ABAQUS elements and analysis procedures in the model. As
discussed here, it is assumed the model is constructed only of user elements.
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Figure 1.1. A simple assembly of elements.

For visualization purposes, each 2-D solid element is defined as a standard ABAQUS
element with negligible thickness, stiffness and mass. For this definition, the standard
elements must not have the same numbers as any of the ICES.

Figure 1.2. Exploded view of structure.
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1.1.2ExternaI Files

Three different unformatted external files are read from the user element
subroutine. These files are opened and read upon the first call into the subroutine.
The values are stored in arrays so that the files need only be read once. These files
provide the following information:
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1. nodal thickness;
2. body forces;
3. adjacent solid elements for each ICE;
4. interface crack half width.

The thicknesses of the nodes defining each solid element are read from the file

“ thick” . For the assembly of Fig. 1.2, the file is given below. The number on the
first line is the number of 2-D solid elements. The following lines give the solid
element number* along with the nodal thicknesses in the order the nodes are given in
the ABAQUS input.

9
1 O.1OOE+OO O.1OOE+OO O.1OOE+OO O.1OOE+OO
2 O.1OOE+OO O.1OOE+OO O.1OOE+OO O.1OOE+OO
3 O.1OOE+OO O.1OOE+OO O.1OOE+OO O.1OOE+OO
4 O.1OOE+OO O.1OOE+OO O.IO OE+OO O.1OOE+OO
5 O.1OOE+OO O.1OOE+OO O.1OOE+OO O.1OOE+OO

6 O.1OOE+OO O.1OOE+OO O.1OOE+OO O.1OOE+OO
7 O.1OOE+OO O-1 OOE+OO O.1OOE+OO O.1OOE+OO

8 O.1OOE+OO O-1 OOE+OO O.1OOE+OO O.1OOE+OO
9 O.1OOE+OO O.1OOE+OO O.1OOE+OO O.1OOE+OO

File l.1. Thickness input file.

The x andy directional body forces for each solid element are read in from the
file’’body”.The fileisgiven below fortheassembly of Figl.2witi nobody forces.

9
1 0.000E+OO O.OOOE+OO
2 0.000E+OO 0.000E+OO
3 0.000E+OO 0.000E+OO

4 0.000E+OO 0.000E+OO
5 O.OOOE+OO 0.000E+OO

6 0.000E+OO 0.000E+OO
7 O.OOOE+OO 0.000E+OO

8 0.000E+OO 0.000E+OO
9 0.000E+OO 0.000E+OO

File l.2. Body force input file.

8 The solid element numbers need not correspond to the numbers used for definition of the standard
ABAQUSplarie elements. Theauthor hmnurnbered tiesolid elements consecutively stingat lin
theexternal input files. This isnot necessary.



The body force input file follows a format similar to that of the thickness input
file. The first line is the number of solid elements, followed by the solid element
number with the x and y body forces.

The adjacent solid elements and the half width of the crack at the interface are

read from the fde “vf edeck”. Shown below, the first line of the file has the number
of interface crack elements. The subsequent lines contain the ICE number followed
by the two adjacent solid elements and the interface crack half width.

12
12 1 O.1OOE+OO

23 2 O.1OOE+OO
34 1 O.1OOE+OO
45 2 O.1OOE+OO
56 3 O.1OOE+OO
65 4 O.1OOE+OO
76 5 O.1OOE+OO
87 4 O.1OOE+OO

98 5 O.1OOE+OO
10 9 6 O.1OOE+OO
11 8 7 O.1OOE+OO

12 9 8 O.1OOE+OO

File 1.3. Adjacent elements and crack width input file.

1.1.3 ABAQUS Input File

The input file required by ABAQUS follows the standard format given in the
ABAQUS User Manual. There area few special requirements for the defining the
model used here. The type of user element must first be defined, along with the
number of nodes, the number of coordinates at each node, the number of real
properties, the number of solution dependant state variables, and the number of integer
properties. This definition is followed by the numbers of the active degrees of
freedom. The following lines are used to accomplish this definition:

*USER ELEMENT , TYPE=U1 , NODES= 8, COORDINATES=2 , PROPERTIES=5 ,
VARIABLES=23 ,IPROPERTIES=2
1,2

The material properties for each ICE and an indication of plane stress or plane
strain analysis are input as UEL properties. The input of these properties i-slisted in
the order of Young’s Modulus, Poisson’s Ratio, Strain Energy Release Rate, mass
density, ultimate strength, and analysis flag. The analysis flag is 1 for plane stress and
2 for plane strain. The lines of input areas follows:
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*UEL PROPERTY, ELSET=ice O1
.30000 E+08, .30000 E+O0, .21300E+03 ,.73000 E-03, .1OOOOE+O6, 1



The method of defining user elements in ABAQUS is the element number is
given followed by the defining node numbers. For use here, each element is defined
by 8 nodes. The format required is as follows:

1.

2.
3.

the nodes are listed in counterclockwise order around the two
adjacent 2-D solid elements;
the first four nodes define one adjacent solid element;
the second four nodes define the other adjacent solid element.

To accomplish this there are two different ways the user element can be
defined. For example, user element number 1, could be defined the following two
ways:

*ELEMENT, TYPE=U1, ELSET=ice O1

1, 3, 4, 10, 9, 8, 7, 1, 2

or
1, 8, 7, 1, 2, 3, 4, 10, 9,

The multi-point constraints also require special consideration. The majority of
the user defined MPCS simply rigidly connect two coincident nodes of adjacent solid
elements. The degrees of freedom (x and y displacement in this case) of the first node
listed in the input are constrained to the degrees of freedom of the second node listed.
In effect, the degrees of freedom of the first node are replaced by the degrees of
freedom of the second node so that only one node remains in the analysis. Problems
arise when many interfaces intersect. It is possible to remove all the degrees of
freedom at a point. The user defined MPC are similar to the ABAQUS “tie” MPC.
The concerns that arise from the use of this MPC are discussed in the ABAQUS User
Manual.

To avoid these problems, special considerations have been made, the details of
which will be discussed later. The input for the MPC is required so that these special
considerations can be enforced. The format for input into ABAQUS requires that the
MPC number (or type) be listed followed by the dependent node then the independent
node or nodes. For the assembly in Fig. 1.2, there are two different configurations; the
coincident nodes on the exterior, which have 2 nodes, and the coincident nodes on the
interior, which have 4 nodes. The exterior nodes require no special consideration and
be listed in the ABAQUS required format in any order. For example, the MPC for
nodes 2 and 3 of lCE 1 could be either of the following:
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*MPC , USER ,MODE=NODE

1, 3, 2
or
1, 2, 3



where the first number corresponds to the ICE number and the second two numbers
are the dependent and independent nodes respectively. Because both nodes 2 and 3
are not used in any other MPCS, they can be listed in any order. The MPCS for the
internal nodes follow specific rules. Each interior “location” requires 4 MPCS to
correctIy constrain the nodes. The order in which they are listed must follow a
counter-clockwise order. The last MPC, of the 4 required, must include@ 4
coincident nodes listed in counter-clockwise order. For example, at the intersection of
ICES 1,3,4, and 6, the nodes 8,9, 14, and 15 are coincident. The required format and
list order for these MPCS is as follows:

*MPC , USER ,MODE=NODE

1, 8, 9
4, 9, 15
6, 15, 14
3“, 14, 8, 9, 15

Note that the independent node of the each MPC becomes the dependent node of the
following MPC. This is to satisfy the requirement that a dependant node cannot be
constrained to another dependant node. These MPCS need not be together (i.e. on
successive lines), but they must follow this pattern.

Special manipulations of the solution procedure are required to control the time
step and to force the solution to iterate a minimum number of times. To change the
time step during the analysis, the ABAQUS automatic time step algorithm must be
enabled. A half-step residual tolerance (HAFTOL) must be given to do this. The
purpose is to allow ABAQUS to choose a time step based on the magnitude of
calculated half-step residual in comparison to the tolerance given. If the calculated
value is larger than HAFTOL, the time step is reduced. For use here, the UEL
subroutine completely controls the time step. Therefore, the value of HAFTOL must
be set sufficiently large so that the time step is not reduced based on this criterion.
The maximum value allowed by ABAQUS, and the value used by the author, is 1 x
1036. The time step can be automatically increased if the solution is reached quickly.

/

To negate this time step criterion, the convergence parameters for satisfying the field
equation are modified. The values that are altered from their default settings are.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Rn”, convergence criterion for the ratio of the largest residual to the
corresponding average flux norm for convergence;

C.a, convergence criterion for the ratio of the largest solution
correction to the largest corresponding incremental solution value;

~Ua, user defined average flux;

Rp”,alternate residual convergence criterion used after 1P”
iterations.
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R.a is set to an unrealistically low number so that convergence is not reached based on

this number. The value for ~U” is set to a value so that the ratio, Rpa/ ~U”, is a suitable

convergence criterion. Rpa is set to a value so that after IPa iteration this criterion
provides the “true” convergence criterion. C.a is set to a suitable value that ensures a
good solution based on this criterion. This value must be lower that the similar
convergence criterion used in the UEL subroutine.

The time incrementation convergence parameters must also be adjusted to
accommodate the model. The following time incrementation parameters are modified
from their default values:

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

l., equilibrium iteration after which a check is made whether the
residuals are increasing in both of two consecutive iterations;
IR, equilibrium iteration number at which logarithmic rate of
convergence check begins;
lP, equilibrium iteration after which alternate residual tolerance, RP,
is used;
lc, maximum number of equilibrium iterations allowed;
1~,number of equilibrium iterations above which the size of the
next increment will be reduced;
~G,maximum number of equilibrium iterations allowed in
consecutive increments for the time step to be increased;

Because there can be significant changes in the problem during the coarse of an
iteration, a large number of iterations may be required for convergence. Therefore, the
values for l., ]R, and Zc, must be set sufficiently hirge to allow for convergence. Also,
the automatic time incrementation parameter, l_~,is set to a high number to be
effectively invalidated. The value of 1Pis then the minimum number of iterations
before a check of convergence.

The following are the corresponding lines of input used to control the time
incrementation in the user element subroutine:

*DYNAMIC, HAFTOL=l. e36, ALPHA= -0. 00

.1OOOOE-O1, .50000 E+01, .1OOOOE-O8
*CONTROLS , PAFQMETERS= FIELD
.1OOOOE-O7, .1OOOOE-O3 , ,.1OOOOE-O2, .1OOOOE+O2
*CONTROLS , PARAMETERS= TIME INCREMENTATION

200, 200, 4, 210, 200, ,, 101

*CONTROLS , PARAMETERS= LINE SEARCH
150,

To have the node numbers that correspond to each ICE available in the UEL
subroutine, the author has input these as field variables. The input for field variables
has the format of node number followed by the values of all the field variables at that
node. As used here, the only field variable at each node is the node number itself.
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Hence, the input is the following:

*FIELD

5, 5,
6, 6,
7, 7,
8, 8,
9, 9,
10, 10,

As a useful note, the interface crack half-width, and interface stresses sigO,
sigl, and tauO are stored as solution dependent state variables. If post-processing
capabilities are desired, it maybe beneficial to include these in the values written to
the ABAQUS restart file. A complete ABAQUS input file for the structure shown in
Fig 1.2 is included in the APPENDIX. The input file is for a 1 x 1 in. thin steel plate
subject to fixed boundary condition along the lower edge and a load ramp along the
upper edge.

1.2 External Subroutines

1.2.1 Multi-Point Constraint

There are two different multi-point constraints (MPC) used in this work, a two
node and a four node. The purpose of both types of MPCS is to remove the degrees of
freedom of the first node by constraining them to another node at the same
coordinates. As stated above, the list order of the MPC is ‘crucial to the proper
enforcement of the constraints. A sample of the input for the MPCS of the structure of
Fig. 1.2 is the following.

1, 3$ 2
2, 5, 4

1, 8, 9
4, 9, 15
6, 15, 14
3, 14, 8, 9, 15

Shown in Fig. 1.3, the first two MPCS listed above correspond to the exterior
coincident nodes on the bottom of the structure. Shown in Fig. 1.4, the last four
correspond to the lower left set of four coincident nodes.
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9Mk
Figure 1.3. Bottom two sets of coincident nodes.

Figure 1.4. Lower left set of four coincident nodes.

The pertinent ABAQUS and user defined variables used in this subroutine, along with
their dimensions, are listed below.

ABAQUS variables
n = number of nodes involved in the constrain
jtype = constraint identifier given on input data line
lmpc = MPC enforcement flag (= O, don’t enforce MPC)
ndep = number of dependent degrees of freedom involved in the
constraint
mdof = number of active degrees of freedom per node
ue(ndep) = total value of the eliminated degrees of freedom
a(mdofmdoj n) = submatrices of coefficients of linearized constraints
jdof(~ofn) = matrix of degree of freedom identifiers at the nodes
involved in the constraint

User defined variables
zfailf(10000O) = interface failure indicator
nodefail(10000O) = node failure indicator
node# = node numbers of node involved in the constraint

1.2.1.1 Two Node

As discussed above, there are two different multi-point constraints. The
simpler of these is a 2-node multi-point constraint. The purpose if the 2-node MPC is
to replace the two translational degrees of freedom of the fwst node with the degrees of
freedom of the second node (i.e. rigidly tie the fwst node to the second node). This is a
simple task, the theory of which is discussed in the ABAQUS User’s Manual.
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Also mentioned above, the order of the nodes in a single interior MPC and the
order each interior MPC is listed are crucial to proper enforcement of the constraint.
In addition, the number, or type, of each MPC must correspond to the ICE number.
When failure of an ICE occurs, each MPC of that type is no longer enforced. This is
accomplished via the ABAQUS variable lmpc. The value of this variable is set to O to
turn off the MPC. Then, for each call to the MPC subroutine, if the type corresponds
to a failed ICE, lmpc is set to zero and no degrees of freedom are removed.

1.2.1.2 Four Node

The second type of MPC used in this work is the four node MPC. There is a
four node MPC for each internal location with four coincident nodes. The purpose of
this type of MPC is to ensure proper enforcement of the MPC after a macroscopic
crack has grown through a four node location. The four node MPC is similar to the
two node MPC. It is set up so that the four node MPC will remove the degrees of
freedom of the first node by constraining them to the degrees of freedom of one of the
other three nodes. Dil%cuky arises in determining which one of the other three nodes
to attach it to.

The four node MPCS are only “active” when one or more ICES have failed at a
location. This is because all of the degrees of freedom of the three independent nodes
have been removed by the previous two node MPCS. If an ICE fails at a location, the
MPC corresponding to the interface nodes is no longer enforced. The dependent node
of the failed MPC is no longer constrained to another node. The dependent node of
the four node MPC is then constrained to this “free” node.

To accomplish this, a nodal failure flag, along with the ICE failure flag, must
be assigned to determine which of the three independent nodes in the four node MPC
is unconstrained. In the UEL subroutine, discussed later, when the failure criterion or
criteria have been met for interface failure, the ICE failure flag for the failed ICE is
set. In addition, a nodal failure flag for the first and fifth nodes on the ICE
connectivity list is set. Recall the first and fifth nodes correspond to the first node for
each adjacent solid element. Then for each call to the MPC subroutine for a four node
MPC, if any of the failure flags for the three independent nodes have been set, the
dependent node is attached to that node. If more than one nodal fadure flag is set, the
dependent node is attached to the first node with the failure flag set.

For example, the sample listing given previously in this section shows one four
node MPC. The sample listing corresponds to the intersection of ICES 1, 3,4, and 6 in
Fig. 1.2. The four node MPC is inactive until one of the ICES .1,3,4, or 6, fails. Then
if ICE 1 fails, the failure flag for ICE 1 and the nodal failure flag for nodes 3 and 8 are
set. The two node MPC number 1 is no longer enforced. Hence, the degrees of
freedom of node 8 are no longer removed from the problem. The dependent node of
the four node MPC (node 14) is then constrained to node 8. This system works for
any combination of single or multiple ICE failures.
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1.2.2 User Element

As used in this work, the user element subroutine provides the necessary
structural and dynamic information for each element, determines if the solution has
converged within reasonable tolerances, and evaluates the interface failure criteria.
The ABAQUS and user defined variables used in this subroutine are listed below.

ABAQUS variables
dtime = time increment
jelem = user assigned element number
lcinc = current increment number
pnewdt = ratio of suggested new time increment to current time
increment
mlvarx =dimension parameter for several right hand side vectors
ndofel = number of degrees of freedom in the element
nsvars = number of solution dependent state variables
mcrd = number of dimensional coordinates
nnode = number of nodes for the element
ndofel = number of degrees of freedom for the element
npredef = number of predefine field variables
rlzs(mlvarx, *) = element contribution to the right hand side vector
amatrx(ndofel,ndofel) = element contribution to the Jacobian matrix
props(*) = real element properties
svars(nsvars) = state variables
coords(mcrd,nnode) = nodal coordinates
u(ndofel) = current estimate of nodal displacements
du(mlvarx, *) = increment in nodal displacement
a(ndofel) = current estimate of nodal accelerations
params(*) = parameters associated with Hilbert-Hughes time
integration scheme
predef(2,npred$ nnode) = predefine field variables
lfZags(*) = flags to define current solution procedure
jprops(*) = integer element properties

User defined variables
u#x, ui$y = x and y displacements for 4 nodes of one solid element
x#,y# = coordinates for 4 nodes of one solid element
bx,by = x and y components of body force for one solid element
thk# = nodal thicknesses for one solid element
nodel,node5 = first and fifth nodes of ICE
b = interface width
h = element height
ddum = largest correction to increment of displacement from previous
iteration
ddumo = previous value of ddum
dum = largest increment of displacement from previous iteration
em= Young’s Modulus
gnu, nu = Poisson’s Ratio
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glc = crack growth resistance curve parameter
ac = current interface crack half width
rho = mass density
g = Shear Modulus
sigz.dt = ultimate strength
iadj# = two adjacent element numbers
ipbzstm, iplnstrss = plane stress and plane strain flag
iequiliter = count of how many times a single element has been called
during one increment
sigO, sigl, tauO = far field stresses
SX,sy, txy = x, y and xy components of stress for one solid element
el, e2, e12 = x, y and xy components of strain for one solid element
ebxx, ebyy, ebxy = average components of strain at intenface
jfail = convergence flag
j7i = interface failure during last iteration flag
noel = number of solid elements
ielno = solid element number’
numvfe = number of ICES
ivfeno = ICE number
alpha, beta = Hilber-Hughes time integration parameters
dt = time increment
sum = sum used for matrix multiplication
xi, eta = local coordinates in isop-arametric coordinates ystem for Gauss
Quadrature
xisign = sign of xi
detj = determinant of Jacobian matrix
thick = interpolated thickness
RN# = element shape functions

~ x, y = local coordinates in curvilinear coordinate system corresponding
to xi, eta
ic = count of iteration following an interface failure
p#x, p#y = current node locations
v#x, v#y = components of vectors between nodes
vn#z vn#y = components of vector normal to vectors connecting nodes
vt#x, vt* = components of sum of normal vectors
r#x, r#y = components of local z direction vector
xx#, yy# = global coordinates of nodes with origin at center of ICE
interface
g# = factors in crack strain equations
aa, bb, cc, atfl, afl, cj cfl, ;fl = intermediate factors in g#
exi#, eeta# = xi ~d et-acomponents in crack strain equations

Spa=%/%
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rk# = factors in gval
klsign = sign of sigO
gval = interface strain energy release rate
rlamda = coefficient in crack growth resistance curve



m = exponent in crack growth resistance curve
rl = offset in crack growth resistance curve
deltaa = current estimate of total interface crack growth
in = number of sampling points for averaging interface stresses and
strains
t# = factors in matrix assembly from Maple V output
ivfeel(100000,2) = adjacent solid element numbers for each ICE
thk(100000,8) = nodal thickness for each solid element for each ICE
bfl100000,2) = body force for each solid element for each ICE
aO(10000O) = original interface crack length for each interface
4(2,2), qt(2,2) = transformation matrix
qe(2,2) = intermediate matrix in transformation
qeq(2,2) = final step in transformation
gp(4) = evaluation points for Gauss Quadrature
gw(4) = weights for Gauss Quadrature
ev(3) = integrated components of applied strain field
ifailf(IOOOOO)= interface failure flag
nodefail(lOOOOO) = nodal failure flag
istifi(10000O) = stiffness assignment flag
inewel(10000O) = ICE evaluation flag
iold(10000O) = increment numbeq indicates new increment
st(9,3) = transpose of S; from formulation
GAHA(8,9) = coefficient in load vectov from formulation
tx(4), ty(4) = local node coordinates
duo(100000,16) = increment of displacement from previous iteration
for each ICE
epsilon(100000,3) = 3 components of strain for each solid element
eps(3) = 3 components of strain for on solid element
eb(2,2) = matrix of tensor state components
evfe(3) = components of externally applied strain field
sigma(3) = 3 components of stress for one solid element
sig(3) = 3 components of stress for one solid element
SXX(2)= x stress for both solid elements
SW(2) = y stress for both solid elements
syy(2) = xy stress for both solid elements
rmsrnt(8, 8) = mass matrix for one solid element
rmsrnt2(16, 16)= mass matrix for both solid elements of one ICE
rmasmat(16, 16) = mass matrix for one ICE
rrn(8,8) = mass matrix for one solid element
massfLag4(50000) = mass matrix assignment flag for velocity jump
calculation
massjZag6(50000) = mass matrix assignment flag for initial acceleration
calculation
rk(8, 8) = stiffness matrix for one solid element
rksave(16, 16) = stiffness matrix for both solid elements of one ICE
g(16, 100000)= current K*u for rhs vector for each ICE
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gold(16,100000) = previous increment K*u for each ICE
jlop(8) = crack strain component of rhs vector for one solid element
jiop2(16,100000) = crack strain component of rhs vector for both solid
elements for each ICE
ftopold(16,100000) = crack strain component of rhs vector for previous
increment for each ICE
@’(8) = body force component of rhs vector for one solid element

1.2.2.1 First Entry

Upon the first entry into the UEL subroutine, the information from the external
files is read and stored in arrays. The three files body, thick, and vf edeck are

opened. The x and y body forces for each solid element are read into the array
bflelement no., direction). The thickness for each node of each solid element is read
into the array thk(element no., 1-4). The adjacent solid elements for each ICE is read
into the array ivjfeel(ICE no., 1-2). The initial interface crack half width for each ICE
is read into the array aO(ICE no.).

1.2.2.2 Procedure Type

The UEL subroutine must support several different procedures for a dynamic
analysis. The third element in the ljlags array contains the necessary information to
determine which procedure ABAQUS is performing. The information that must be
passed back to ABAQUS can then be determined.

At the beginning of an analysis step, ABAQUS determines the velocity jump
and initial acceleration. For these two procedures, lflags(3) = 4 and lfZags(3) = 6,
respectively. For each of these two procedures, the mass matrix for both adjacent
solid elements is assembled into the arnatrx array, if it mass has not been previously
assigned, and returned to ABAQUS. The load vector (rhs) is returned unchanged
(every element remains zero). These are the only operations performed for each of
these two procedures.

The automatic time stepping algorithm requires the calculation of a half-step
residual. That is, a residual halfway in between time steps. For this procedure,
lfZags(3) = 5. In this case, the time step that is passed into the subroutine, dtime, is

divided by two and the standard dynamic procedure is used to return the element
Jacobian matrix and load vector. During the half-step residual procedure; a) solution
convergence is not checked, b) interfiice stress and strain states are not calculated, and
c) interface crack growth and failure check is not performed. Because the interface
stress and strain states are not calctdated for the half-step residual, the accuracy of this
calculation is in question. This is of little concern because the half-step residual does

not affect the solution and the automatic time step selection based on the half-step
residual has been effectively disabled.

For ljZags(3) = 1, a “standard” dynamic analysis is being performed. The UEL
subroutine returns the standard dynamic Jacobian matrix (amatrx) and load vector
(rhs). Note that during the first time increment, the load vector is the standard load
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vector for a plane element and does not include the effects of the interface cracks.
This is due to the values of the displacement vector, u, being zero upon the first
iteration of the first time increment. This causes mathematical errors in the crack
strain equations. Hence, the load vector for the interface cracks is not assembled until
the second time increment.

1.2.2.3 Subroutine ENTER

Upon each entry into the UEL subroutine, the subroutine ENTER is called to
perform specific kiitial computations. Adjacent element numbers, material properties,
plane stress or plane strain conditions, interface crack size and other element
information that is stored in various arrays is assigned to intuitive vtiables. Also,
initial failure of interfaces is checkedg and the necessary failure flags set.

It is assumed that the UEL subroutine is called once for each ICE for each
iteration. Hence, after each ICE has been passed into the UEL subroutine, the iteration
is complete and a new iteration begins. The entry flag array, inewel, corresponding to
each ICE is set (equal to 1) upon each call. Then, anew iteration is determined when
the entry flag for any ICE has been set prior to entry into the UEL subroutinel”. Then,
if it is determined that it is a new iteration:

1. The stiffness assignment flag array, istifl is reset,
2. The entry flag array, inewel, is reset,
3. Convergence of the solution in the last iteration is checked,
4. The increment in displacement from the last iteration is saved,
5. If the time increment has changed from the previous iteration, the

equilibrium iteration counter, iequiliter, is reset.

Several items must be checked in order to determine if the solution converged
in the previous iteration. Because ABAQUS performs steps that are intermediate to the
solution iterations, convergence must be checked for each iteration step and not each
intermediate step. The two variables used to determine convergence are the maximum
increment of displacement, alum, and the maximum change in increment of
displacement, ddum. Then, for an exact solution, ddum would be zero. The primary
convergence parameter is the ratio ddumklum. If this is sufficiently small, it is likely
that the solution is relatively accurate.

A common feature of the intermediate solution steps is the change in increment
of displacement, ddunt, is significantly smaller than on solution iterations. This
presents a problem in that it can be falsely determined that the solution has converged
based on these intermediate steps. To help remove these problems the following

9 Initial failure is accomplished by setting the initial crack length wider than the interface. This is done
for ease ofmodelingthe originalgeometry. For instance,an initial sharpcrackk easily modeledusing
this method.
10This is not correct. ABAQUSperformsintermediatesteps in whicheach ICE is passed into UEL.
These steps are not solutioniterations. A reliablemethodfor distinguishingbetweeniterationsand
intermediatesolution stepshas notbeen devised. Thiscausesdifficultiesin determiningsolution
convergence,but all othercomputationsare valid andcorrect.
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convergence checks are made:

1. ddutiddumo < sv
2. dum < sv
3. ddum < sv

Where ddumo is the “old” or previous value of ddum and sv is a small value that
depends on the specific problem being analyzed. Then if any of the above are true, it
is assumed the procedure is an intermediate step and the solution has not converged.

In addition to the above convergence criteria the following are also used:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

if either dum or ddum is large relative to the specific problem, it is
assumed the current solution is far from the correct solution and
convergence has not been reached,
if the value of ddum has increased from the previous increment, the
solution has not converged,
if the user count of iterations, iequiliter, is below a specified value,
the solution procedure is premature has not converged,
if any interface failed in the previous iteration, the solution has not
converged,
if the time increment has changed from the previous iteration, the
solution has not converged.

After solution convergence is checked, it is then determined if the call to UEL is for a
new time increment. If this is the case:

1. The load vector components, j20p2 and g, from the previous time
increment are saved in the arrays fiopold and gold.

2. The equilibrium iteration counter is reset.

1.2.2.4 Interface Stress State and Failure

After the preliminary computations have been done in the ENTER subroutine
for each call to UEL, the stress and strain states of the interface are determined.
Then, from the calculated stress state, the interface crack growth is determined and the
gross stress failure criterion is evaluated.

The stress and strain at any point in an isoparamteric element is assembled and
integrated symbolically in Maple V. The subroutines to determine element stress and
strain are STRSS and STRN respectively. The output from Maple V calculates the
element stress and strain for any value of the isoparametric coordinates, (xi, eta). The
two subroutines evaluate the stress and strain at the edge of a solid element as shown
in Fig 1.5. The values are then averaged to determine the average stress and strain
components along the edge of the element corresponding to the ICE interface.

The far-field stresses, sig(l, sigl, and tauO, are determined from the averaged
interface stress state. In the subroutine WI?, the strain energy release rate, gval, at the
interface is calculated from the far-field stresses. In the subroutine AUPDATE, the
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al

Figure 1.5. Evacuation point for the averaging stress and
strain along an ICE interface.

change in crack length, deltaa, is calculated using the local strain energy release rate
and the inverted crack growth resistance curve.

The gross stress failure criterion is evaluated by comparing the far-field normal
stress, sigO, to the ultimate stress, sigzdt. If the normal interface stress exceeds the
ultimate stress, the interface crack width is set to a large value. Gross shear failure is
not included at this time, but it could be added easily.

These values of interface crack length and failure correspond to the current
estimate to the solution. No check of solution convergence is performed here. The
complete failure of an interface based on the crack length and solution convergence is
checked at a later point in the UEL subroutine (discussed in section 1.2.2.6).

1.2.2.5 Structural Contributions

The structural contributions for each ICE are assembled into the Jacobian
matrix and load vector. The load vector assembled here is for a standard plane
element without the applied crack strain load vector. The arrays for the two 4 node
solid elements are constructed separately and then assembled into the amatrx and rhs
arrays for the 8 node user element.

Upon entry into this section of the UEL subroutine, the user defined arrays
used to store the solid element and ICE stiffness and mass matrices are set to zero.
This is done to ensure that stiffness and mass contributions of a solid element are zero
if they have been defined by a previous ICE. The assignment of stiffness, and
therefore mass, during a previous call to the UEL subroutine is determined by the isti~
fiag array. When the stiffness and mass are assigned to a solid element, the
corresponding flag in istiff is set to 1. Then, if the flag has been set upon entry mto

,-

UEL, no stiffness and mass are assigned to that solid element.
The mass matrix and stiffness matrix for a single solid element are construct by

calling the subroutines MM and HWE. The HWE subroutine also returns the standard
body force load vector. If the stiffness flag indicates that mass and stiffness has not
been assign to the current solid element, the elements in amatrx corresponding to the 4
nodes of the solid element are assembled, otherwise the corresponding elements of
amatrx are not changed and remain zero. The structural load vector corresponding to
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a 4 node solid element is then assembled using the (zero or true) mass and stiffness.
This process is then repeated for the second adjacent solid element.

1.2.2.6 Interface Failure

If the interface crack is wider than the interface, due to crack growth or gross
stress failure, and the interface has not failed previously, the failure of the interface is
evaluated. Before an interface is allowed to fail, two criteria must be met.

1.

2.

First, the solution must be within the defined convergence
tolerances as determined in subroutine ENTER.
Second, the time step must be below the user defined value. If the
solution has converged and the time step is above the user defined
value, the value of pnewdt is set to a value less than 1 and the
interface is not allowed to fail.

If both of these criteria are met and the crack growth or gross stress failure criteria
have been met, the interface fails and the corresponding element in the interface
fhdure flag array, zfai~, and node failure flag array, nodefail, are set.

Also in this section of the UEL subroutine, the maximum increment of
displacement, alum, and maximum change in displacement increment, ddum, are
determined. This is done by comparing the maximums for the values of the nodes of
the current ICE with the previous maximums for this iteration.

1.2.2.7 Interface Crack Contributions

If there is an interface crack that has not failed, a new load vector is
constructed for each adjacent solid element and assembled into the rhs load vector.
The average “far-field” strains] *are calculated by averaging the interface strains of the
two neighboring elements and assigned to the variables ehxx, ebyy and ebxy. These
strains are used to determine the strain field due only to the presence of a crack at the
interface.

The subroutine VFE assembles the crack strain component of the load vector,
ftop, for a single solid elements. The subroutine VFE assembles the load vector
component by numerically integrating the crack strain components and multiplying by
the symbolically assembled matrix coefficients. The quantity that is numerically
integrated is the following

evfe *detj*thick
where evfe is an array of the components of the applied strain field, detj is the
determinant of the mapping matrix from jsoparametric to curvilinear coordinates, and
thick is the interpolated thickness. The equation above must be multiplied by the
appropriate weight factor, gw( ), and summed over all the evaluation points, gp( ).

Because the crack strains do not scale, this must be done for the curvilinear
element, not the isoparametric element. To do this, a standard right-handed coordinate
system is defined at the center of the interface with positive y being normal to the
interface in the direction of the solid element, as shown in Fig. 1.6. This translation of

‘1 ‘I’be strains for a standard plane element based on nodal displacements. Comparable to the far-field
stress discussed earlier, tbe strains are averaged at the ICE interface.
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coordinates and the local coordinates of each node, (tx, ty), are obtained from the
subroutine TRANSFORMXY. The evaluation points for Gauss Quadrature are then
mapped into the element. At each of these mapped points the equation above is
evaluated; a) the interpolated thickness is calculated from a simple equation, b) the
components of the applied strain field at the mapped point are obtained from the
subroutine EVFE, and c) the determinant of the mapping matrix is obtained from the
subroutine DETJ.

x

Figure 1.6. Local coordinate system for numerical
integration of crack strain equations.
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The numerically integrated components of the crack strain are then multiplied
by the symbolically integrated coefficient matrices. The crack strain component of the
load vector is then assembled into the element load vector, rhs. This overwrites any
previous values that have been assembled into the load vector.





2.1 ABAQUS Input File

*HEADING
UEL Problem

*NODE,NSET=ALL
l,O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO, O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO, O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
2,0.333333343E+00, 0.000000000E+O0, O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO

3,0-333333343E+00, 0.000000000E+O0, O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
4,0.666666687E+00, 0.000000000E+O0, O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO

5,0.666666687E+00, 0.000000000E+O0, 0.0000OOOOOE+OO
6, O.lOOOOOOOOE+O1, O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO, O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
7, O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO, O-333333343E+O0, O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO

8, 0.333333343E+00, 0.333333343E+O0, O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
9, 0.333333343E+00, 0.333333343E+O0, O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO

10, 0.666666687E+O0, O-333333343E+OO, 0.0000OOOOOE+OO
11, 0.666666687E+00, 0.333333343E+O0, O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
12, O.lOOOOOOOOE+O1, O.333333343E+OO ,O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO

13,0. OOOOOOOOOE+OO, O.333333343E+O0, O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
14, 0.333333343E+00, 0.333333343E+O0, O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO

15,0.333333343E+00, 0.333333343E+O0, O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
16,0. 666666687E+00, 0.333333343E+O0, O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
17,0. 666666687E+00, 0.333333343E+O0, O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
18, O.lOOOOOOOOE+O1, O.333333343E+OO, O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
19,0. OOOOOOOOOE+OO, 0.666666687E+O0, O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
20,0. 333333343E+00, 0.666666687E+O0, O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
21,0. 333333343E+00, 0.666666687E+O0, 0.0000OOOOOE+OO
22,0. 666666687E+00, 0.666666687E+O0, O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO

23,0. 666666687E+00, 0.666666687E+O0, O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
24, O.lOOOOOOOOE+O1, O.666666687E+OO, O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
25,0. OOOOOOOOOE+OO, 0.666666687E+O0, O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
26,0. 333333343E+00, 0.666666687E+O0, O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
27,0. 333333343E+00, 0.666666687E+O0, O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO

28,0. 666666687E+00, 0.666666687E+O0, 0.0000OOOOOE+OO
29,0. 666666687E+00, 0.666666687E+O0, 0.0000OOOOOE+OO
30, O-lOOOOOOOOE+O1, O-666666687E+OO, 0.0000OOOOOE+OO
31, O. OOOOOOOOOE+OO, O-1OOOOOOOOE+O1, 0.0000OOOOOE+OO
32, 0.333333343E+O0, O-1OOOOOOOOE+O1, 0.0000OOOOOE+OO

33, 0-333333343E+O0, O.1OOOOOOOOE+O1, O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
34, 0.666666687E+O0, O.1OOOOOOOOE+O1, O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
35, 0-666666687E+O0, O.1OOOOOOOOE+O1, O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
36, O.lOOOOOOOOE+O1, O-1OOOOOOOOE+O1, O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO

*ELEMENT,TYPE=CPS4, ELSET=abelOl

13, 2, 8, 7, 1
14, 4, 10, 9, 3
15, 6, 12, 11, 5
16, 14, 20, 19, 13
17, 16, 22, 21, 15
18, 18, 24, 23, 17
19, 26, 32, 31, 25
20, 28, 34, 33, 27
21, 30, 36, 35, 29

*SOLID SECTION,ELSET=abelOl,MATERIAL=steelOl
.1OOOOE-O9
*MATERIAL ,NAME=steelOl
*ELASTIC
.1OOOOE-O3, .30000E+O0,



*DENSITY
.1OOOOE-O9

*USER ELEMENT,
TYPE=U1,NODES=8 ,COORDINATES=2 ,PROPERTIES=5 ,VARIABLES=2 3,1PROPERTIES=2
1,2

*ELEMENT,TYPE=U1 ,ELSET=vfelOl
1, 3, 4, 10, “9, 8, 7, 1, 2
2, 5, 6, 12, 11, 10, 9, 3, 4

3, 14, 20, 19, 13, 7, 1, 2, 8
4, 16, 22, 21, 15, 9, 3, 4, 10

5, 18, 24, 23, 17, 11, 5, 6, 12
6, 15, 16, 22, 21, 20, 19, 13, 14
7, 17, 18, 24, 23, 22, 21, 15, 16

8, 26, 32, 31, 25, 19, 13, 14, 20
9, 28, 34, 33, 27, 21, 15, 16, 22

10, 30, 36, 35, 29, 23, 17, 18, 24

11, 27, 28, 34, 33, 32, 31, 25, 26
12, 29, 30, 36, 35, 34, 33, 27, 28

*UEL PROPERTY,ELSET=vfelOl
.30000E+08, .30000E+O0, .21300E+03, .73000E-03, .1OOOOE+O6, 1, 1
*MPC , USER,MODE=NODE

1,

2,
3,
1,
4,

6,
3,
2,
5,
7,

4,
5,
8,
6,
9,

11,

8,
7,

10,
12,
9,

10,
11,
12,

3,

5,

7,
8,
9,

15,
14,
10,

11,

17,
16,
18,
19,
20,
21,
27,
26,
22,
23,
29,
28,
30,

32,
34,

* BOUNDARY
1, 1,
2, 1,
3, 1,
4, 1,
5, 1,
6, 1,

2

4

13
9

15
14
8,

11
17
16
10,
12
25
21
27
26
20,
23
29
28
22,
24
33
35

2,

2,
2,
2,
2,
2,

9,

11,

21,

23,

15

17

27

29

*AMPLITUDE,NAME=AMP1,DEFINITION=EQUALLY SPACED, FIXEDINTERVAL=. 100E+O1
.0000E+OO, .1OOOE+O1
*RESTART, WRITE
*STEP,INC= 100,MONOTONIC=NO,UNSYMM=YES
*DYNAMIC,HAFTOL=l .e36,ALPHA=- 0.00



.1OOOOE–O1, .50000E+01, .1OOOOE-O8

*EL PRINT
SDV

*CONTROLS , PARAMETERS= FIELD

.10000E-07, .1OOOOE-O3 , , ,.1OOOOE+O2
*CONTROLS, PARAMETERS= TIME INCREMENTATION

200, 200, 4, 210, 200, #, 101
*CONTROLS , PARAMETERS= LINE SEARCH

150,
*CLOAD,AMPLITU”DE=AMP1

31,
32,
33,
34,
35,
36,

*FIELD
1,

2,
3,
4,
5,
6,
7,
8,

9,
10,
11,
12,
13,

14,
15,
16,

17,
18,
19,
20,
21,
22,
23,
24,
25,
26,

27,
28,

29,
30,
31,
32,
33,
34,
35,
36,

2, O.1OOOOE+O4
2, O.1OOOOE+O4

2, O.1OOOOE+O4
2, O.1OOOOE+O4
2, O.1OOOOE+O4
2, O.1OOOOE+O4

1,

2,
3,
4,
5,
6,
7,
8,
9,

10,
11,
12,
13,
14,
15,
16,
17,
18,
19,
20,
21,

22,
23,
24,
25,
26,
27,
28,
29,
30,
31,
32,
33,
34,
35,
36,

*ENDSTEP



2.2 Made Worksheet
This ‘is a list of the input commands to Maple V used to produce the arrays in the UEL Subroutine.
Execution of this entire worksheet, excluding the comments, will reproduce the removed portions of
the subroutine. Both the plane stress and plane strain arrays are formulated by the choice of the
elastic moduli array ED; (1) plane stress, (2) plane strain. The command for FORTRAN output for
each array is denominated by a letter and referenced in the UEL listing at the location in which
the output has been removed.

.>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

with(linalg) :
Nl:=l/4*(1-xi)*(l-eta) ; N2:=l/4*(l+xi)*(l-eta) ; N3:=l/4*(l+xi)*(l+eta) ; N4:=l/4*(1-xi)*(l+eta) ;

N:=matrix(4, 1,[Nl,N2iN3 ,N41);

x:=N1*x1+N2 *x2+N3*x3+N4*x4 ;Y:=N1*Y1+N2 *Y2+N3*Y3+N4*Y4 ;

J:=matrix(2,2, [diff(x,xi), diff(y,xi) ,diff(x,eta) ,diff(y,eta) 1);
detj :=det(J);

fortran(detj ,precision=double, filename=dj) ;
pNlxy:=evalm(inverse (J)&*(matrix(2, 1, [diff(Nl,xi) ,diff(Nl,eta)
pN2xy:=evalm(inverse (J)&* (matrix(2,1, [diff(N2,xi),diff (N2,eta)
pN3xy:=evalm(inverse (J)&* (matrix(2,1, [diff(N3,xi), diff(N3,eta)
pN4xy:=evalm(inverse (J)&*(matrix(2, 1, [diff(N4,xi) ,diff(N4,e”ta)
B:=array(l ..3,1..8);

entermatrix (B);
pNlx ;
o;
PN2X ;
o;
pN3 X ;

o;

PN4x;
o;

o;

PNly ;

o;
pN2y;

o;

PN3y ;
o;

pN4y ;
pNly ;
pNlx ;
pN2y;
PN2X ;
PN3y ;
pN3 X ;

pN4y ;

))); PNIx:=PNIxY[l,lI; PN1Y:=PN1xY[2,11;
))); PN2X:=PN2XY[1,11; PN2Y:=PN2XY[2,11;

))); PN3x:=PN3xY[1,11; PN3Y:=PN3xY[2,11;
))); PN4x:=PN4xY[1,11; PN4Y:=PN4xY[2,11;



> PN4x;
> thk:=matrix(l,4, [thkl, thk2,thk3,thk41 );
> thickness :=evalm(thk&*N) ;

> fortran(thickness,precision=double, filename=thick) ;
> n:=matrix(2, 8,[Nl,0,N2 ,0,N3,0,N4, 0,0,N1,0,N2 ,0,N3,0,N4]);
> bf:=matrix(2,1, [Bx,BY]);

> f3:=evalm(transpose (n)&*bf*thickness [l,ll*detj );

> F3:=array(l ..8,1. .l) ;

> for i from 1 to 8 by 1 do for j from 1 to 1 by 1 do F3[i,jl:=int

(a) Body force load vector
> fortran(F3,precision=double, filename=body) ;

> S:=matrix(3, 9,[l,xi,eta, O, O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,l,xi, eta, O,O,O,O,O,OJO,

> si:=evalm(transpose (S)*detj*thickness [l,ll) ;
> ST:=array(l ..9,1..3);

int(f3[i, j],xi=-l. .l),eta=-l. .l) od od;

O,O,l,xi,eta]);

> for i from 1 to 9 by 1 do for j from 1 to 3 by 1 do ST[i, jl:=int(int(si [i,jl, xi=-l. .l),eta=-l.
(b) transpose(S) *det(J?
> fortran (ST,optimized,precision=double, filename=stj) ;
> E:=s;

(1) Elastic Moduli Matrix for Plane Stress
> ED:=matrix(3,3,[(EM/(1-nuA2) )*l,(EM/(1-nuA2))*nu, 0,(EM/(1-nuA2))*nu,(EM/ (1-nuA2))*l,0,0,0,(EM/

(2) Elastic ModulA Matrix for Plane Strain

1) od od;

l-nu’’2))*(l-nu)/2l);

> ED:=(EM*(l-nu)/((l+nu) *(l–2*nu) ))*matrix(3 ,3, [l,nu/(1-nu),O,nu/(1-nu) ,1,0,0,0, (1-2*nu)/(2*(1–nu)) 1);
> u:=matrix(8,1, [ulx,ulY, u2x,u2Y,u3x, u3y,u4x,u4y]) ;

> epsilon: =evalm(B&*u) ;

(c) element strain
> fortran (epsilon, optimized,precision=double, filename=eps) ;
> sigma:=evalm(ED&*B&*u) ;
(d) element stress
> fortran(sigma, optimized,precision=double, filename=sigma) ;
> g:=evalm(transpose (S)&*B*det (J)*thickness[l, 1]):
> a:=evalm(transpose (S)&*E*det (J)*thickness[l, l]):
> h:=evalm(transpose (E)&*ED&*E*det (J)*thickness [1,1]) :

> A:=array(l. .9,1. .9);G:=array(l. .9,1. .8) ;H:=array(l. .9,l. .9);
> for i from 1 to 9 by 1 do for j from 1 to 9 by 1 do A[i, j] :=int(int(a[i, j],xi=-l ..l),eta=-l ..1) od od;

> for i from 1 to 9 by 1 do for j from 1 to 9 by 1 do H[i, jl:=int(int(h[i, j],xi=-l. .l),eta=-l ..1) od od;
> for i from 1 to 9 by 1 do for j from 1 to 8 by 1 do G[i, j] :=int(int(g[i, j],xi=-l. .l),eta=-l ..1) od od;
> AK:=array(symmetric, sparse,l. .9,1. .9) ;

> AK[l,l] :=kl; AK[1,2] :=k2; AK[l,3]:=k3; AK[2,2]:=k4; AK[2,31:=O; AK[3,3]:=k4; AK[4,4]:=kl; AK.[4,5]:=k2; AK[4,6]:=k3;

AK[5,5]:=k4; AK[5,6]:=O; AK[6,6]:=k4; AK[7,7]:=kl; AK[7,8]:=k2; AK[7,9]:=k3; AK[8,8]:=k4; AK[8,9]:=O; AK[9,9]:=k4;
> AKI:=inverse(AK) ;

> eval(A) ;

> kl:=%l;k2: =%2;k3:=%3 ;k4:=%4;k5 :=O;k6:=%4;
> GAHA:=evalm(transpose (G)&*transpose (AKI)&*H&*AKI) ;

(e) Coefficient in Crack Strain Load Vector
> fortran(GAHA, optimized,precision=double, filename=GAHA);



> rk:=evalm(transpose (G)&*transpose (AKI)&*H&*AKI&*G) :

(f) Stiffness Matrix
> fortran(rk, optimized,precision=double, filename=rk) ;

> m:=evalm(transpose (N)&*N*thickness [l,l]*det (J)) ;

> M:=matrix(8,8);

> for i from 1 to 8 by 1 do for j from 1 to 8 by 1 do M[i, jl:=int(int(m[i ,jl,xi=-l. .l),eta=-l ..1) od od;

(g) Mass Matrix
> fortran(M, optimized,precision=double, filename=mass) ;



2.3 Multi-Point Constraint Subroutine
This ABAQUS subroutine is described in Section 1.2.1 of this
Appendix.
*********************************************************************
***
* 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 150 65
70 2

SUBROUTINEMPC(uE,A,JDOF,MDOF,N,JTYPE,x,U,UINIT,~DOF,LMPc,
* KSTEP,KINC,TIME,NT,NF,TEMP,FIELD,LTRAN,TRAN)
include ‘ABA_PARAM.INC’
dimensionue(mdof),a(mdof,mdof,n),jd.of(mdof,n),x(6,n),
* u(maxdof,n),uinit(maxdof,n),time(z),temp(nt,n),field(nf,nt,n),
* LTRAN(N),TRAN(3,3,N)

common/fail/ifailf(10000O),nodefail(10000O),jfail,ifli
common/iter/iequiliter

c
c If the interfacehas failed,don’t enforcethe MPc
c

if(ifailf(jtype).eq.l)then
lmpc=O
return
endif

c
c MPC to tie the two nodes given in the input
c

if(n.eq.2)then
a(l,l,l)=l.
a(2,2,1)=1.

a(l,l,2)=-1.
a(2,2,2)=-1.

jdof(l,l)=l
jdof(2,1)=2
jdof(l,2)=l
jdof(2,2)=2

ue(l)=u(l,2)
ue(2)=u(2,2)

:
: MPC to tie two nodes of the 4 given in the input

elseif(n.eq.4)then

nodel=field(l,l,l)/1
node2=field(l,l,2)/1
node3=field(l,l,3)/1
node4=field(l,l,4)/l

jdof(l,l)=l
jdof(2,1)=2
jdof(l,2)=l
jdof(2,2)=2
jdof(l,3)=l
jdof(2,3)=2
jdof(l,4)=l
jdof(2,4)=2

a(l,l,l)=-1.
a(2,2,1)=-1.

if(nodefail(node2).eq.l)then
ue(l)=u(l,2)
ue(2)=u(2,2)
a(l,l,2)=l.
a(2,2,2)=l.
elseif(nodefail(node3).eq.l)then
ue(l)=u(l,3)
ue(2)=u(2,3)
a(l,l,3)=l.
a(2,2,3)=l.
else
ue(l)=u(l,4)
ue(2)=u(2,4)
a(l,l,4)=l.
a(2,2,4)=l.
endif

endif

return
end



2.4 Abbreviated User Element Subroutine
This ABAQUS subroutine is described in Section 1.2.2 of this
Appendix. A large part of the information in this subroutine was
generated using the symbolic computation software Maple V. Most
of this output has been removed from this printed version of the UEL
subroutine. The Maple worksheet that was used to produce the
output that has been removed is included. The information that has
been removed is reference by a lower-case letter that corresponds to
the commented line on the Maple worksheet used to create the
output.
*********************************************************************
***
* Subroutine UEL. A user defined element for crack growth.
* SVARS(19) interface width (b)
* SVARS(20) crack length
* SVARS(21) sigO
* SVARS(22) sigl
* SVARS(23) tauO
*************** *************** *************** *************** *********
***
* 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
70 2

SUBROUTINE
UEL(rhs,amatrx,svars,energy,ndofel,nrhs,nsvars,props,

1 nprops,coords,mcrd,nnode,u,du,v,a,jtype,time,dtime,
2 kstep,kinc,jelem,params,ndload,jdltyp,adlmag,predef,
3 npredf,lflags,mlvarx,ddlmag,mdload,pnewdt,jprops,
4 njprop,period)

c
include ‘ABA_PARAM.INC’

c
dimensionrhs(mlvarx,’),amatrx(ndofel,ndofel),Props(’),
1 svars(nsvars),energy(8),coords(mcrd,nnode),u(ndofel),
2 du(mlvarx,*),v(ndofel),a(ndofel),time(2),params(’),
3 jdltyp(rndload,*),adlmag(mdload,‘),ddlmag(mdload,*),
4 predef(2,npredf,nnode),lflags(’),jprops(*)

c
c

common/disp/ulx,uly,u2x,u2Y,U3X,U3Y,U4X, U4Y
common/xcrds/xl,x2,x3,x4

common/ycrds[YI,Y2,Y3,Y4
conunon/bdy/bx,by
common/thck/thkl,thk2,thk3,thk4
common/prps/em,gnu,glc,ac,rho,sigult,iadjl,iadj2
common/dim/b,h
common/iter/iequiliter
common/plane/iplnstrn,iplnstrss
common/sigtau/sigO,sigl,tauO
common/fail/ifailf(10000O),nodefail(lOOOOO),jfail,ifli
common/converge/duo(10000O,16),ddum,dum
dimension rk(8,8),epsilon(100000,3),sigma(3),aO(100000),
# ivfeel(lOOOOO,2),thk(100000,8),bf(100000,2),inewel(100000),
# ftop(8),f3(16),evfe(3),eps(3),iold(100000),rmsmt(8,8),
#

wel(lOOOOO),deltaatot (lOOOOO,1000),istiff(lOOOOO),rksave(16,16
1,

# rmsmt2(16,16),g(16,100000),gold(16,100000),rku(8),
# ftopold(16,100000),sig(3),resid(16,1),g2(16,100000),sxx(2),
# sxy(2),ftop2(16,100000),syy(2)
data idebug/1/,ientry/O/,kincold/O/,kequil/O/,iequiliter/l/

k********************************************************************
k**
k 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
70 2

101

111

if(ientry.eq.O)then
open(unit.81,file.’’/raigerkenkabqusquelubody”dy”)
open(unit=80,file=’’/raidgerkeneabqusuuelethick”k”)
open(unit=82,file=’’/raidgerkeneabqusuuelevfedeck”k”)

read(80,*) noel
do 101 ii=l,noel

read(80,*) ielno,thk(ielno,l),thk(ielno,2),thk(ielno,3),
1 thk(ielno,4)
continue

read(81,*) noel
do 111 jj=l,noel

read(81,*) ielno,bf(ielno,l),bf(ielno,2)
continue

read(82,*) numvfe
do 121 kk=l,numvfe
read(,82,*)

ivfeno,ivfeel(ivfeno,1),ivfeel(ivfeno,2),aO(ivfeno)
iold(ivfeno)=1

121 continue



ientry=l
endif

*********************************************************************
***
* 5 “10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
70 2
*********************************************************************
***

if(lflags(3).eq.4)then
call

enter(inewel,jelem,noel,istiff,numvfe,iequiliter,props,aO,
# svars,nsvars,ivfeel,kinc,iold,igrfl,Iflags,g,gold,
# ftop2,ftopold,jprops,u,du,mlvarx,ndofel,dtime,
# predef,npredf,nnode,kstep)

call getmass (amatrx,ivfeel,jelem,bf,thk,coords,mcrd,nnode,u,
# ndofel,svars,nsvars,lflags,
# predef,npredef)

return
endif

if(lflags(3).eq.6)then’
cal1

enter(inewel,jelem,noel,istiff,numvfe,iequiliter,props,aO,
# svars,nsvars,ivfeel,kinc,iold,igrfl,lflags,g,gold,
# ftop2,ftopold,jprops,u,du,mlvarx,ndofel,dtime,
# predef,npredf,nnode,kstep)

call getmass (amatrx,ivfeel,jelem,bf,thk,coords,mcrd,nnode,u,
# ndofel,svars,nsvars,lflags,
# predef,npredef)

do 19 i=l,16
19 rhs(i,l)=O.

return
endif

call
enter(inewel,jelem,noel,istiff,numvfe,iequiliter,props,aO,

# svars,nsvars,ivfeel,kinc,iold,igrfl,lflags,g,gold,
# ftop2,ftopold,jprops,u,du,mlvarx,ndofel,dtime,
# predef,npredf,nnode,kstep)

if(kinc.ne.l.and.lflags(3).ne.5)then
do 107 jj=l,2

call Xyuvbh(jj,coords,mcrd,nnode,u,ndofel,svars,nsvars)
call strss(sigma)
sx=sigma(l)
sy=sigma(2)
txy=sigma(3)
call transformsig(u,ndofel,coords,mcrd,nnode,sx,sy,txy)
sxx(jj)=sx
=m(jj)=w
sxy(jj)=txy
if(jj.eq.2)then
sigO=(syy(l)+syy(2)
sigl=(sxx(l)+sxx(2)
tauO=(sxy(l)+sxy(2)
svars(21)=sig0
svars(22)=sigl
svars(23)=tau0
call aupdate(sigO,t.

/2.
/2.-sigO
/2.

mO,wtot,dat, deltaa)

if((aO(jelem)+deltaa).gt.svars(20))then
ac=aO(jelem)+deltaa
else
ac=svars(20)
endif

if(sigO.ge.sigult)then
ac=b+10.
endif

endif
107 continue

endif
k********************************************************************
b**

~ Structural element contributions
t********************************************************************
V**

do 16 i=l,16
do 15 j=l,16
rmsmt2(i,j)=0.
rksave(i,j)=O.
if(i.le.8.and.j.le.8)then
rmsmt(i,j)=O.
rk(i,j)=O.

endif
15 continue



16 continue

nodel=predef (1,2,1)/1
node5=predef (1,2,5)/1

if(kinc.eq.l.and.svars(20).gt.b)then
nodefail(nodel)=1
nodefail(node5)=1
ifailf(jelem)=l

endif
do 100 ii=l,2

call bdythk(ivfeel,jelem,ii,bf,thk)
call Xyuvbh(ii,coords,mcrd,nnode,u,ndofel,svars,nsvars)
if(lflags(l).eq.11.or.lflags(l).eq.12)then
call mm(rmsmt,rmass)
if(istiff(ivfeel(jelem,ii)).eq.O)then
do 109 i=l,8
do 109 j=l,8

109 rmsmt2(i+8* (ii-l),j+8*(ii-l))=rmsmt(i,j)
endif

endif

call hwe(kinc,eps,sig,rk,f3)
el=eps(l)
e2=eps(2)
e12=eps(3)
sl=sig(l)
s2=sig(2)
s12=sig(3)
call transformeb(u,ndofel,coords,mcrd,nnode,el,e2,e12)
eps(l)=el
eps(2)=e2
eps(3)=e12
call transformeb(u,ndofel,coords,mcrd,nnode,sl,s2,s12)
sig(l)=sl
sig(2)=s2
sig(3)=s12

do 106 jj=l,3
epsilon(ivfeel (jelem,ii),jj)=eps(jj)

106 continue

c
c AMATRX
c

10
l-l

14

13

alpha=params (1)
beta=params(2)
if(lflags(l).eq.l.or.lflags.(1).eq.2)beta=l.
if(istiff(ivfeel(jelem,ii)).eq.O)then
dt=dtime
if(lflags(3).eq.5)dt=dtime/2.
do 11 i=l,8
do 10 j=l,8

amatrx(i+8* (ii-l),j+8*(ii-1))=(1.+alpha)*rk(i,j)+
# (rmsmt2(i+8*(ii-l),j+8*(ii-1)))*(2./dt**2.)

rksave(i+8* (ii-l),j+8*(ii-l))=rk(i,j)

continue
continue

istiff(ivfeel(jelem,ii))=“1
endif
do 13 i=l,8
Sum=o.
do 14 j=l,8
sum=sum+rksave(i+8*(ii-l),j+8*(ii-1))*u(j+8*(ii-1))
continue

g(i+8*(ii-l),jelem)=sM
continue

; RHS

do 35 i=l,8

30

#
35

100

sum=O.
do 30 j=l,8
sum=sum+rmsmt2(i+8*(ii-l),j+8*(ii-1))*a(j+8*(ii-1))
continue
rhs(i+8* (ii-1),1)=-(sum)-(l.+alpha)*g(i+8*(ii-1),jelem)

-alpha*gold(i+8*(ii-1),jelem)
continue

continue
**************** *************** *************** *************** ********
***
* Interface Failure
k********************************************************************
k**



* 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
70 2

if(ac.gt.b.and.ifailf(jelem).ne.l
# .and.lflags(3).ne.5)then

if(dtime.gt.5.e-5.and.jfail.eq.l
jfail=O
pnewdt=O.2
endif

c
c Interface Failure
c

if(jfail.eq.l)then
ifailf(jelem)=1
ifli=l

endif

if(ifailf(jelem).lt.l)then
ac=svars(20)
endif

c
c Node Failure Flag
c

if(ifailf(jelem).eq.l)then
nodefail(nodel)=1
nodefail(node5)=1
endif

endif

c
c Displacement Convergence
c

if(lflags(3).ne.5)then
do 1 i=l,16

if(abs(du(i,l)).gt.dum)then
dum=abs(du(i,l))
endif

45 50 55 60 65

and.iequiliter.gt.3

then

if(abs(duo(jelem,i)-du(i,l)).gt.ddum)then
ddum=abs(duo (jelem,i)-du(i,1))
endif

1 continue

if(dum.gt.le-10.and.ddum.lt.lO.)then
do 3 i=l,16

duo(jelem,i)=du(i,l)
3 continue

endif
endif

svars(20)=ac

*********************************************************************
***

* Interface Crack Element contributions
*********************************************************************
***
* 5
70 2

c
G RHS
c

32
31

#
#

105

10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65

if(ifailf(jelem).eq.l.or.ac.eq.O.)then
return

endif
if(kinc.eq.l)return

ebxx=(epsilon(iadjl,l)+epsilon(iadj2,1))/2.
ebyy=(epsilon(iadjl,2)+epsilon(iadj2,2))/2.
ebxy=(epsilon(iadjl,3)+epsilon(iadj2,3))/2.

do 105 ii=l,2
call bdythk(ivfeel,jelem,ii,bf,thk)
call xyuvbh(ii,coords,mcrd,nnode,u,ndofel,svars,nsvars)
call vfe(ndofel,coords,mcrd,nnode,ebxx,ebyy,ebxy,ftop)
do 31 i=l,8
ftop2(i+8*(ii-l),jelem)=ftop(i)
Sum=o.
do 32 j=l,8

sum=sum+rmsmt2(i+8*(ii-1),j+8*(ii-l))*a(j+8*(ii-1))
rhs(i+8* (ii-1),1)=-(sum)-(l.+params(l))*

(g(i+8*(ii-l),jelem)+ftop(i))-params(l)’
(gold(i+8*(ii-1),jelem)+ftopold(i+8* (ii-l),jelem))

continue

return
end

***************** ***************** **************** ***************** **
***



* Subroutine HWE;
*********************************************************************
***
* 5
70 2

10 15 20 25 30 35 40

subroutine hwe(inc,eps,sigma,rk,f3)
include ‘ABA_PARAN.INC’
dimension sigma(3)

call stiff(rk)
call load(f3)
call strn(eps)
call strss(sigma)

return
end

45 50 55 60 65

***************** ***************** **************** ***************** **
***
* Subroutine vfe
* Calculates and returns the load vectors associated
* with the elements adjacent to the vfe.
*********************************************************************
***
* 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
70 2

subroutine vfe(ndofel,coords,mcrd,nnode,ebxx,ebyy,ebxy,gahaf2)
include ‘ABA_PARAM.INC!’
common/xcrds/xl,x2,x3,x4
commonlycrdslyl,Y2,Y3,Y4
common/thck/thkl,thk2,thk3,thk4
common/prps/em,gnu,glc,ac,rho,sigult,iadjl,iadj2
common/dim/b,h
common/sigtau/sigO,sigl,tauO
dimension f(8),f2(9),f2i(9),gw(10),gp(10),tx(4),ty(4)
dimension gahaf2(8),gaha(8,9),evfe(3),ev(3),st(9,3)

gp(l)=0.861136311594953
gp(2)=0.339981043584856
gp(3)=-0.861136311594953
9P(4)=-O.339981O43584856
w(l)=O.347854845137454
w(2)=0.652145154862546
w(3)=0.347854845137454
w(4)=0.652145154862546

do 70 jj=l,3
ev(jj)=O.

70 continue

> Transform to Local Interface Coordinates

call transformxy(u,ndofel,coords,mcrd,nnode,tx,ty)

; Gauss Quadrature to integrate evfeo*det(J)*thick

do 10 i=l,4
do 20 j=l,4
if(gp(i).lt.O.)then
xisign=-1.

else
xisign=l.

.endif

xi=gp(i)
eta=(gp(j))+1.
call dj(xi,eta,detj)

thick = thkl*(l.-xi)*(l.-eta4/4.+thk2*(l.+xi)’(1.-eta)/4.+
#thk3*(l.+xi)*(l.+eta)/4.+thk4*(l.-xi)*(l.+eta)’/4.

‘RNl = (1.+xi)*(2.-eta)/4.
RN2 = (1.+xi)*(eta)/4.
RN3 = (1.-xi)*(eta)/4.
RN4 = (1.-xi)*(2.-eta4/4.

x=abs(RNl*tx(l)+FUV2*tx(2)+RN3*tx(3)+m4*tx(4) )
Y=~l*tY(l)+~2*tY(2)+~3*tY(3) +RN4*tY(4)

call sevfe(xisign,x,y,ebxx,ebyy,ebxy,evfe)

: Transform Strain to global coordinates
2

call transformevfe(u,ndofel,coords,mcrd,nnode,evfe)

do 30 ij=l,3
ev(ij)=ev(ij)+gw(i)’gw(j)*evfe(ij)*thick*detj

30 continue



20
10

21

31

151
150

continue
continue

call stj(st)

do 31 i=l,9
Sum=o.
do 21 j=l,3

Sum=sum+st
continue
f2i(i).sum

continue

i,j)*ev(j)

call sgaha(gaha)
do 150 i=l,8
gahaf2(i)=0.
do 151 j=l,9

gahaf2(i)=gahaf2(i)+gaha(i,j)*f2i(j)
continue
continue

return
end

*********************************************************************
***
******************************************************-***************
***
* Calculation subroutines
*********************************************************************
***

* Subroutine to assemble 16X16 mass matrix for a ICE
*********************************************************************
***
* 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
70 2
*********************************************************************
***

subroutine getmass(rmasmat,ivfeel,jelem,bf,thk,coords,mcrd,
# nnode,u,ndofel,svars,nsvars,lflags,
# predef,npredef)

include ‘ABA_PARAM.INC’
common/xcrds/xl,x2,x3,x4
common/ycrds/Yl,y2,Y3,Y4
common/thck/thkl,thk2,thk3,thk4

?0

!0

10

10

common/prps/em,gnu,glc,ac,rho,sigult,iadjl,iadj2

dimension rmasmat (16,16),rmsmt(8,8),massflag4(50000),
# ivfeel(lOOOOO,2),massflag6 (50000),lflags(*),
# predef(2,npredef,nnode)

if(lflags(3)

do 10 ii=l,2
call xyuvbh

eq.4)then

ii,coords,mcrd,nnode,u,ndofel,svars,nsvars
call bdythk(ivfeel,jelem,ii,bf,thk)
call mm(rmsmt,rmass)
if(massflag4(ivfeel(jelem,ii)).ne.l)then
do 20 jj=l,8
do 20 kk=l,8
rmasmat (jj+8*(ii-l),kk+8*(ii-1))=rmsmt(jj,kk)

endif
massflag4(ivfeel(jelem,ii))=l
continue

elseif(lflags(3).eq.6)then

do 30 ii=l,2
call xyuvbh(ii,coords,mcrd,nnode,u,ndofel,svars,nsvars)
call bdythk(ivfeel,jelem,ii,bf,thk)
if(massflag6(ivfeel(jelem,ii)).ne.l)then
call mm(rmsmt,rmass)
do 40 jj=l,8
do 40 kk=l,8
rmasmat (jj+8*(ii-l),kk+8*(ii-1))=rmsmt(jj,kk)

endif
massflag6(ivfeel(jelem,ii))=1
continue

endif
return
end

k********************************************************************
k**

t Subroutine to assign body forces and thicknesses
t*****’k**************************************************************
k**
k 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
70 2

subroutine bdythk(ivfeel,jelem,ii,bf,thk)



.

include ‘ABA_PARAM.INC’
dimension thk(lOOOOO,8),bf(100000,2),ivfeel(100000,2)
commonlbdylbx,by
common/thck/thkl,thk2,thk3,thk4

bx=bf(ivfeel (jelem,ii),l)
by=bf(ivfeel (jelem,ii),2)
thkl=thk(ivfeel(jelem,ii),l)
thk2=thk(ivfeel(jelem,ii),2)
thk3=thk(ivfeel(jelem,ii),3)
thk4=thk(ivfeel(jelem,ii),4)

return
end

*********************************************************************
***

* Subroutine to assign coordinates and displacements
*********************************************************************
***
* 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
70 2

subroutine xyuvbh(i,coords,rncrd,nnode,u,ndofel,svars,nsvars)
include ‘ABA_PARAN.INC’
dimension coords(mcrd,nnode),u(ndofel),svars(nsvars)
common/displulx,uly,u2x,U2Y,U3X,U3Y,U4X,U4Y
common/xcrds/xl,x2,x3,x4
common/ycrds/yl,y2,y3,y4
common/dim/b,h

ulx=u(l+8*(i-1
uly=u(2+8*(i-1
u2x=u(3+8*(i-l
u2Y=u(4+8* (i-1
u3x=u(5+8*(i-1
u3y=u(6+8*(i-1

)
)
)
)
)
)

u4x=u(7+8*(i-1))
u4y=u(8+8*(i-1))
xl=coords(l,l+4*(i-1
x2=coords(l,2+4*(i-1
x3=coords (l,3+4*(i-1
x4=coords (l,4+4*(i-1

)
)
)
)

yl=coords (2,1+4*(i-1))
y2=coords (2,2+4*(i-1))
y3=coords(2,3+4* (i-1))
y4=coords (2,4+4*(i-1))
b=(sqrt( (xl-x4)’*2+(yl-y4)“2))/2.

h=(sqrt ((xl-x2)**2+(yl-y2)**2))
svars(19)=b

return
end

*********************************************************************
***

* Subroutine called upon entry into uel subroutine
***************************************************‘&*****************
***
* 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
70 2

subroutine enter(inewel,jelem,noel,istiff,numvfe,iequiliter,
# props,aO,svars,nsvars,ivfeel,kinc,iold,igrfl,
# lflags,g,gold,ftop2,ftopold,jprops,u,du,mlvarx,
# ndofel,dtime,predef,npredf,nnode,kstep)

include ‘AB7LPARAM.INC’

dimension inewel(lOOOOO),istiff(lOOOOO),props(*),aO(10000O),
# svars(nsvars),ivfeel(100000,2),iold(10000O),lflags(*),
# gold(16,100000),g(16,100000),ftop2(16,100000),
# ftopold(16,100000),jprops(*),u(ndofel),du(mlvarx,’),
# predef(2,npredf,nnode)

conxnon/prps/em,gnu,glc,ac,rho,sigult,iadjl,iadj2
common/fail/ifailf(10000O),nodefail(lOOOOO),jfail,ifli
common/plane/iplnstrn,iplnstrss
common/converge/duo(10000O,16),ddum,dum

c
z Element Properties
.

iadjl=ivfeel
iadj2=ivfeel
em=props(l)
gnu=props(2)
glc=props(3)

jelem,l)
jelem,2)

rho=props(4)
sigult=props (5)
if(jprops(l).eq.l)then
iplnstrn=O
iplnstrss=l

elseif(jprops(l).eq.2)then
iplnstrn=l
iplnstrss=O

endif
c



c Initial Failure
c

if(ao(jelem).ge.10.)then
nodel=predef(l,2,1)/1
node5=predef(l,2,5)/1

nodefail(nodel)=1
nodefail(node5)=1

ifailf(jelem)=1

endif

if (lflags(3).eq.4)return

if(kinc.eq.l)then
ac=aO(jelem)
svars(20)=a0(jelem)

else
ac=svars(20)

endif

c
c New Iteration
c

if(inewel(jelem).eq.l)then

do 200 i=l,noel
istiff(i)=O

200 continue
do 201 j=l,numvfe
inewel(j)=O

201 continue

c
c Solution Convergence
c

if(lflags(3).ne.5)then
if(dum.gt.O.and.ddum.gt.O.)then

if(ddum/dum.lt.le-2)then
jfail=l

else
jfail=O

endif

if(ddum/ddumo.lt.le-9)jfail=0
if(ddum/ddumo.gt.l.)jfail=O
if(dum.lt.le-15)jfail=0
if(dum.gt.l.e-l)jfail=O
if(ddum.lt.le-15)jfail=0
if(ddum.gt.l.)jfail=O
if(iequiliter.le.4)jfail=0
if(ifli.eq.l)jfail=O

else
jfail=O

endif

ddumo=ddum
if(ddumo.eq.O.)ddumo=l.
dumo=dum
ddum=O.
dum=O.

iequiliter=iequiliter+l
ic=ic+l
if(ic.ge.2)then
ifli=O
ic=l)

endif
endif
endif

inewel(jelem)=1
c
c New Increment
c

if((kinc-1).eq.iold(jelem))then
do 203 i=l,numvfe

203 iold(i)=kinc

do 205 i=l,numvfe
do 204 j=l,16
ftopold(j,i)=ftop2(j,i)
gold(j,i)=g(j,i)

204 continue
205 continue

iequiliter=l
endif



t-eturn
end

*********************************************************************

* Determinant of the Jacobian
*********************************************************************
* 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
70 2

subroutine dj(xi,eta,detj)
include ‘ABA_PAIU+M.INC’
common/xcrds/xl,x2,x3,x4
common/ycrds/yl,Y2tY3tYL1

detj=x4*eta*y2/8.+x3*y4/8.-x4*eta*yll8.+x4*y3*xi/8.-x4*Y2*
#xi/8.+x4*yl/8.-x3*eta*y2/8.-x3*y4*xi/8.+x3*yl*xj/8.-x2*e
#ta*y4/8.+x2’eta*y3/8.-x4”y3/8.+x2*y4*xi18.-x2*yl’xi/8.+x
#l*eta*y4[8.-xl*eta*y3/8.-xl*y3*xi/8.+xl*y2*xi/8.+x3*eta*yl
#/8.-x3*y2/8.-xl*y8/x2*yl*8l/8.+x2*y3/8.+xl*y2/8.

return
end

*************** *************** *************** *************** *********
* Transformation Matrix
* Note: Set up for 3-D but only used for 2-D
*********************************************************************

,* 5
70 2

10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65

c
c
c
c
c

c

c

out

subroutine sq(u,ndofel,coords,mcrd,nnode,q)
include ‘ABA_PARAM.INcI
common/xcrds/xl,x2,x3,x4
common/ycrds/yl,Y2,Y3,Y4
dimension q(2,2),coords(mcrd,nnode),u(ndofel)

of plane vectors on neighboring shell elements

connecting shell 1

plx = coords(l,l)+u(l)
ply = coords(2,1)+u(2)
PIZ = coords(3,1)

plz = o.

P2X = coords(l,3)+u(5)

p2y = coords(2,3)+u(6)
p2z = coords(3,3)

p2z = o.

p3x = coords(l,2)+u(3)
p3y = coords(2;2)+u(4)
P3Z = coords(3,2)

p3z = o.

P4X = coords(l,4)+u(7)
p4y = coords(2,4)+u(8)
P4Z = coords(3,4)
p4z = o.

Vlx = p2x - plx
Vly = p2y - ply
VIZ = pzz - plz

V2X = p4x - p3x
v2y = p4y - p3y
V2Z = p4z - p3z

c cross VI and V2
2

Vnlx = vly*v2z - vlz*v2y
Vnly = V1Z*V2X - V1X*V2Z
Vnlz = vlx*v2y - vly*v2x

c
z connecting shell 2
:

PIX = coords(l,5)+u(9)
ply = coords(2,5)+u(10)

c PIZ = coords(3,5)
plz = o.

G

p2x = coords(l,7)+u(13)
p2y = coords(2,7)+u(14)

c p2z = coords(3,7)
p2z = o.

c
p3x = eoords(l,6)+u(ll)
p3y = coords(2,6)+u(12)

c P3Z = coords(3,6)
p3z = o.

c
p4x = coords(l,8)+u(15)



p4y = coords(2,8)+u(16)
c p4z = coords(3,8)

p4z = o.
c

Vlx = p2x - plx
Vly = p2y - ply
VIZ = p2z - plz

c
V2X = p4x - p3x
v2y = p4y - p3y
V2Z = p4z - p3z

c
c cross VI and V2
c

vn2x = vly*v2z -
vn2y = V1Z*V2X -
vn2z = vlx*v2y -

c

vlz*v2y
V1X*V2z
vly*v2x

c add vectors unit vectors vnl and vn2
c

Vtx = Vnlx + vn2x
Vty = Vnly + vn2y
Vtz = Vnlz + vn2z”

c
vmag = sqrt(vtx**2
if(vmag.le.0) vmag

c
c thus, the out of plane
c

c
c let
c

c

c

c

c

+ vty**2 + vtz**2)
= 1.

vector, local z direction

rlx = vtx/vmag
rly = vCy/vmag
rlz = vtz/vmag

local x direction be vector (i -> j) of the VFE

plx = coords(l,4)
ply = coords(2,4)
plz = coords(3,4)

plz = o.

P2X = coords(l,l)
p2y = coords(2,1)
p2z = coords(3,1)
p2z = o.

Vlx = p2x - plx

Vly = p2y - ply
VIZ = p2z - plz

c
vmag = sqrt(vlx**2
if(vmag.le.0) vmag
r2x = vlx/vmag
r2y = vly/vmag
r2z . vlz/vmag

c
c cross rl and r2
c

+ vly**2 + V1Z**2)
= 1.

r3x = rly*r2z - rlz*r2y
r3y = rlz*r2x - rlx*r2z
r3z . rlx*r2y - rly*r2x

c
CIX = r2x
cly = r2y
CIZ = r2z

c
c2x = r3x
c2y = r3y
C2Z = r3z

c
c3x = rlx
C3Y = rly
c3z = rlz

c
c establish the transformation matrix
c base system XYZ to
c

q(l,l) = Clx
q(l,2) = Cly

c q(l,3) = Clz
c

q(2,1) = C2X
q(2,2) = c2y

c q(2,3) = C2Z

q(3,1) = C3X
q(3,2) = c3y
q(3,3) = C3Z

; determinant of the

xl = q(l,l)*(
x2 = q(l,2)*(

local system xyz

transformation matr

cl(2,2)*q(3,3)-q(2,3
q(2/l)*q(3,3)-q(2,3

x

*q(3,2) )
*q(3,1) )



c x3 = q(l,3)*(q(2,1)*q(3,2)-q(2,2)*q(3,1) )
c det = xl - x2 + x3
c

return
end

*********************************************************************

* Transform Coordinates
*********************************************************************
* 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
70 2

subroutine transformxy(u,ndofel,coords,mcrd,nnode,x,y)
include ‘AB.%_PARAM.INC’
common/xcrds/xl,x2,x3,x4
conmnon/ycrds/yl,y2,Y3,Y4
dimension q(2,2),coords(mcrd,nnode),u(ndofel),x(4),y(4)

call sq(u,ndofel,coords,mcrd,nnode,q)

XXI = xl-(xl+x4)/2.
XX2 = x2-(xl+x4)/2.
XX3 = x3-(xl+x4)/2.
XX4 = x4-(xl+x4)/2.

yyl = yl-(yl+y4)/2.
yy2 = y2-(yl+y4)/2.
yy3 = Y3-(Y1+Y4)J2.
yy4 = y4-(yl+y4)/2.

x(1) = (q(l,l)*xxl+q(l,2)*yyl)
y(1) = (q(2,1)*xxl+q(2,2)*yyl)

x(2) = (q(l,l)*xx2+cl(l,2)*yy2)
y(2) = (q(2,1)*xx2+q(2,2)*yy2)

x(3) = (q(l,l)*xx3+q(l,2)*yy3)
Y(3) = (CI(2,1)*XX3+CI(2,2)*YY3)

x(4) = (q(l,l)*xx4+q(l,2)*yy4)
y(4) = (q(2,1)*xx4+q(2,2)*yy4)

return
end

*********************************************************************

* Transform Strain

*************** *************** *************** *************** *********
* 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
70 2

subroutine
transformeb(u,ndofel,coords,mcrd,nnode,ebxx,ebyy,ebxy)

include ‘ABA_PARAM.INCa

20
10

50
40
30

80
70
60

dimension eb(2,2),qe(2,2),qeq(2,2),q(2,2),coords(mcrd,nnode),
# u(ndofel)
call sq(u,ndofel,coords,mcrd,nnode,q)
eb(l,l)=ebxx
eb(l,2)=.5*ebxy
eb(2,1)=.5*ebxy
eb(2,2)=ebyy
do 10 i=l,2
do 20 j=l,2

qe(i,j)=O.
qeq(i,j)=O.

continue
continue

do 30 k=l,2
do 40 1=1,2
do 50 m=l,2

qe(k,l)=qe(k,l)+q(k,m)*eb(m,1)
continue

continue
continue

do 60 ii=l,2
do 70 jj=l,2
do 80 kk=l,2

qeq(ii,jj)=qeq(ii,jj)+qe(ii,kk)*q(jj,kk)
continue

continue
continue

ebxx=qeq(l,1)
ebyy=qeq(2,2)
ebxy=2.*qeq(2,1)

return
end

*************** *************** *************** *************** *********
* Transform Stress
*********************************************************************



* 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
70 2

subroutine transformsig(u,ndofel,coords,mcrd,nnode,sxx,SYY,SXY)

20
10

50
40
30

80
70
60

include ‘ABA_PARAN.INC’
dimension eb(2,2),qe(2,2),qeq(2,2),q(2,2),coords(mcrd,nnode),
# u(ndofel)
call sq(u,ndofel,coords,mcrd,nnode,q)
eb(l,l)=sxx
eb(l,2)=sxy
eb(2,1)=sxy
eb(2,2)=syy
do 10 i=l,2
do 20 j=l,2

qe(i,j)=O.
qeq(i,j)=O.

continue
continue

do 30 k=l,2
do 40 1=1,2
do 50 m=l,2

qe(k,l)=qe(k,l)+q(k,m)’eb(m,1)
continue
continue
continue

do 60 ii=l,2
do 70 jj=l,2
do 80 kk=l,2

qeq(ii,jj)=qeq(ii,jj)+qe(ii,kk)’q(jj,kk)
continue
continue

continue

sxx.qeq(l,l)
syy=qeq(2,2)
sxy=qeq(2,1)

return
end

*********************************************************************

* Transform Crack Strain
***************************************************‘k*****************
* 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
70 2

subroutine transformevfe(u,ndofel,coords,mcrd,nnode,evfe)

include ‘ABA_PARAM.INC’
dimension eb(2,2),qe(2,2),qeq(2,2),q(2,2),qt(2,2),evfe(3),
# coords(mcrd,nnode),u(ndofel)
call sq(u,ndofel,coords,mcrd,nnode,qt)
,eb(l,l)=evfe(l)
eb(l,2)=.5*evfe(3)
eb(2,1)=.5*evfe(3)
eb(2,2)=evfe(2)
q(l,l)=qt(l,l)
q(l,2)=qt(2,1)
q(2,1)=qt(l,2)
q(2,2)=qt(2r2)
do 10 i=l,2
do 20 j=l,2

qe(i,j)=O.
qeq(i,j)=O.

continue
continue

do 30 k=l,2
do 40 1=1,2
do 50 m=l,2

qe(k,l)=qe(k,l)+q(k,m)*eb(m,1)
continue

continue
continue

do 60 ii=l,2
do 70 jj=l,2
do 80 kk=l,2

qeq(ii,jj)=qeq(ii,jj)+qe(ii,kk)*q(jj,kk)
continue

continue
continue

evfe(l)=qeq(l,l)
evfe(2)=qeq(2,2)
evfe(3)=2.*qeq(l,2)

return
end

k**********************************************’k********************

‘ Numbers for Crack Strain Equations
k********************************************************************
k 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
10 2



subroutinegs(xi,eta,g3,g4,g5,g6tg7,g8)
include ‘ABA_PARAN.INC’
common/prps/eIn,gnu,glc,ac, rho,sigult,i.adjl,iadj2
aa=(2*xi*eta)
bb=(xi**2-eta**2-ac**2)
cc=(-2*xi*eta)
atfl=atan2(aa,bb)
atf2=atan2(cc,bb)
Cf=Xi**4+2*xi**2*eta**2-

2*xi**2*a~**2+eta**4+2*eta**2*a~**2+a~**4

cfl=cf**(l./4.)
cf2=cf**(3./4.)
g3 = cfl*cos(atfl/2.)
g4 = l/cfl*(eta*cos(atf2/2)+xi*sin(atf2/2.))
g5 = cfl*sin(atfl/2.)
g6 = l/cfl*(xi*cos(atf2/2.)-eta*sin(atf2/2.))
g7 = ac**2./cf2*sin(3./*atfl)l)
g8 = -(ac**2.)/cf2*cos(3./2.*atfl)
return
end

*********************************************************************

* Strain due to interface crack
*********************************************************************
* 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
70 2

subroutine sevfe(xisign,xi,eta,ebxx,ebyy,ebxy,evfe)
include ‘ABA_PARAM.INC’
common/xcrds/xl,x2,x3,x4
common/ycrds/yl,Y2,Y3,Y4
common/prps/em,gnu,glc,ac,rho,sigult,iadjl,iadj2
common/plane/iplnstrn,iplnstrss
common/sigtau/sigOrsigl,tauO
dimension evfe(3)

call gs(xi,eta,g3,g4,g5,g6,g7,g8)
g=em/(2.*(1.+gnu))

if(iplnstrss.eq.1)then
exil=l./em*(sigO*(g6-eta*g7)+sigl-gnu*(sigO*(g6+eta*g7)))
exi2=l./em*(2*tauO*g4+tauO*eta*g8-gnu*(-tauO*eta*g8))
eetal=l./em*(sigO*(g6+eta*g7)-gnu*(sigO*(g6-eta*g7)+sigl))
eeta2=l./em*(-tauO*eta*g8-gnu*(2*tauO*g4+tauO*eta*g8))
exietal=l./(1.*g)*(-sigO*eta*g8)
exieta2=l./ (l.*g)*(tauO*g6-tauO*eta*g7)

elseif(iplnstrn.eq.l)then
exil=((l.+gnu)/em)*((l.-gnu)*(sigO*(g6-eta*g7)+sigl)-

# gnu* (sigO*(g6+eta*g7)))
exi2=((l.+gnu)/em)*((l.-gnu)*(2*tauO*g4+tauO*eta*g8)

#
eetal= (

#
eeta2= (

#
exietal:

-gnu*(-tauO*eta*g8))
l.+gnu)/em)*((1.-gnu)*(sigO*(g6+eta*g7))
-gnu* (sigO*(g6-eta*g7)+sigl))
l.+gnu)/em)*((1.-gnu)*(-tauO*eta*g8)
-gnu*(2*tauO*g4+tauO*eta*g8))
1./(l.*g)*(-sigO*eta*g8)

exieta2=l./ (l.*g)*(tauO*g6-tauO*eta*g7)
endif

evfe(l)=(exil+xisign*exi2-ebxx)
evfe(2)=(eetal+xisign*eeta2-ebyy)
evfe(3)=(xisign* (exietal)+exieta2-ebxy)

return
end

*********************************************************************

* Stress Intensity Factor
*********************************************************************
* 5
70 2

10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65

subroutine sif(sigOrtauO,gval,klsign)
include ‘ABA_PARAM.INC’
common/prps/em,gnu,glc(ac,rho,sigult,iadjl,iadj2
data pi /3.141592653589793/

2 compute the stress intensity factors
klsign=l
spa=sqrt(pi*ac)
rkl=sigO*spa
if(rkl.lt.O.)then
klsign=-1
rkl=O.

endif
rk2=tauO*spa

c plane stress evaluation of the energy available for crack
extension

gval=(rkl**2+rk2**2)/em
return
end

*********************************************************************
* transpose(s)*det(J)
*********************************************************************



The removed parts of this subroutine are from comment (b) of the
Maple worksheet
* 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
70 2

subroutine stj(st)
include ‘ABA_PARAM.INC’
conunon/xcrds/xl,x2,x3,x4
common/ycrds/yl,Y2,Y3,Y4
common/thck/thkl,thk2,thk3,thk4
dimension st(9,3)

tl = x4*y3
t2 = tl*thk4
t3 = xl*y4

t68 = t33/12.+t34/12.-t59/36.-t36/18.-t37/36.-t38/36.-
#t39/36.-t4l/l8.-t6363+t6163636.-t62/36.+t63/36.-t64/36
#.+t43/36.-t44/l8.+t46/l2.-t47/12.-t48/36.+t52/l2.+t5
#3/36.
t69 = t67+t68

ST(l,l) = t55
ST(1,2) = O.

ST(9,2) = O.
ST(9,3) = t69

return
end

*************** *************** *************<* *************** ********+
* This subroutine updates the crack length
*
*************** *************** *************** ******’+******** *********

* 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
70 2

subroutine aupdate(sigO,tauO,w,dat,deltaa)
include ‘ABA_PARAM.INC’
common/thck/thkl,thk2,thk3,thk4
common/prps/em,gnu,glc,ac,rho,sigult,iadjl,iadj2

call sif(sigO,tauO,gval,klsign)
rlamda=glc
rn=l./100.
rl=O.

if(gval.gt.rl)then
deltaa=((gval-rl)/rlamda)**(l./m)

else
deltaa=O.

endif

if(deltaa.gt.10.)then
deltaa=10.
endif

return
end

*************** *************** *************** *************** *********
***
* Mass matrix
*********************************************************************

*** The removed parts of this subroutine are from comment (g) of the
Maple worksheet
* 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 5(J 55 6L) 65
70 2

subroutine rmn(rm,rmass)
include ‘ABA_PARAM.INC’

cormnon/xcrds/xl,x2,x3,x4
common/ycrds/yl,y2,y3,y4
cormnon/bdy/bx,by
coimnon/thck/thkl,thk2,thk3,thk4
common/prps/em,gnu,glc,ac,rho,sigult,iadjl,iadj2
dimension rm(8,8)

tl = thk4*x2
t2 = tl*y3
t3 = thk4*x3

t120 = t39/360.DO-t41/240.DO+t42/120.DO-t43/120.DO-t44/80.DO-
t46/7

#20.DO-t72/120.DO+t49/240.DO-t50/240.DO-t51/60.D()+t53/240.DO
t121 = -t54/240.DO-t55/240.DO-

t57/120.DO+t59/360.DO+t60/240.DO+t61



#/60.DO-t62/240.DO+t63/60.DO+t64/20.DO-t74/120.DO+t75/120.DO
t123 = tl17+tl18+t120+t121

rm(l,l)=rho*t67
rm(l,2)=rho*0.D0
rm(l,3)=rho*t78

rm(8,6)=rho*tl16
rm(8,7)=rho*0.D0
rm(8,8)=rho*t123

return
end

*********************************************************************
**

* Body Forces Load Vector
*********************************************************************
***

The removed parts of this subroutine are from comment (a) of the
Maple worksheet
* 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
70 2

subroutine load(f3)
include ‘ABA_PARAM.INC’

common/xcrds/xl,x2,x3,x4
common/ycrds/Yl,Y2,Y3,Y4
common/bdy/bx,by
cormnon/thck/thkl,thk2,thk3,thk4

dimension f3(8)
tl = Bx*thk2
t2 = xl*y2
t3 = tl*t2

t167 = -tal/72-t82f36-t83/72-t84/36+t86/36-t87/24-t88/36-
t89/12+t9

#O/36-t91/36+t94/12
t170 = -tllO/l8-tlll/72+tll2/24-tll3/72-tll4/36+tl36/72-

t137/72-tl
#38/72+t139/72-t140/72+t141/72

f3(l) = t3/24-t6/36+t8/72-t10/24+t12/36-t15/72-t16/72-
t18/72+t21

#/36-t23/72+t38-t4O/36+t4l/72+t42/24-t43/72+t44/36-t45/l2-
t46/36-t4

#7/12+t48/36-t49/36+t63

f3(8) = t67/24+t68/36-t7O/l2+t7l/36+t73/36+t75/72-t76/72-
t77/24-

#t78/36+t79/72+t167+t95/72+t96/12-
t97/72+t98/72+t99/72+t100/72+t101

#/36-t102/72+t103/72+t109/18+t170
return
end

* 5 10 15 20 25 30’ 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
70 2
*********************************************************************

* Plane Stress and Plane Strain Stiffness Matrices
*********************************************************************

The removed parts of this subroutine are from comment (f) of the
Waple worksheet
* 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 613 65
70 2

subroutine stiff(rk)
include ‘ABA_PARAM.INC’

common/xcrds/xl,x2,x3,x4
common/ycrds/yl,Y2,Y3,Y4
cormnon/thck/thkl,thk2,thk3,thk4
conunon/prps/em,gnu,glc,ac,rho,sigult,iadjl,iadj2
common/plane/iplnstrn,iplnstrss
dimension rk(8,8)
double precision nu
nu=gnu

if(iplnstrss.eq.l)then
tl=thk2*y2
t2=thkl’y2
t3=thk4*y2

tl664=-tl649*t9l*tll2-tl655*tll9*tll2+tl66l*tl24*tll2
tl672=-tl649*tll9*tll2+tl655*tl54*tll2-tl66l*tl59*tll2



tl68O=tl649*tl24*tll2-tl655*tl59*tll2-tl66l*tl79*tll2

rk(l,l)=t267*tll+t275*tll6+t283*tl22+t359*t295+t367*t3OO+t375*t3
#03

rk(l,2)=t427*t295+t435*t3OO+t443*t3O3+t359*tll+t367*tll6+t375*t~
#22

rk(8,7)=tl59l*t497+tl599*t499+tl6O7*t5Ol+tl627*t5O3+tl635*t5O5
+t

#1643*t507

rk(8,8)=tl664*t5O3+tl672*t5O5+tl68O*t5O7+tl627*t497+tl635*t499+t
#1643*t501

elseif(iplnstrn.eq.l)then

tl=y2/2.Df)-y4/2.DO
t2=xl*y2
t3=x3’y4

t1451=-t1438*t10*t23+t1444*t23+t1448*t18*t23
t1459=t1438*t16*t23+t1443*t63*t66-t1448*t16*t70
t1466=t1438’t18*t23-t1444*t70+t1448*t81*t66

rk(l,l)=tl23*tl+tl3l*t25+tl38*t28+t2O5*tl4O+t2l3*tl43+t22O*tl46
rk(l,2)=t265*tl4O+t273*tl43+t28O*tl46+t2O5*tl+t2l3*t25+t22O*t28

rk(8,7)=tl384*t326+tl392*t328+tl399*t33O+tl4l7*t332+tl425*t334
+t

#1432*t336

rk(8,8)=tl45l*t332+tl459*t334+tl466*t336+tl4l7*t326+tl425*t328+t
#1432’t330
endif

return
end

khhhkhbkehbkehhh ***’A’*********** *************** **********eel*** ********

i Element Strains
k********************************************************************

l’heremoved parts of this subroutine are from comment (c) of the
Vaple worksheet
t 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
70 2

subroutine strn(eps)
include ‘ABA_PARAM.INC’

common/disp/ulx,UIY,U2X,U2Y,U3X,U3Y,U4X,U4Y
common/xcrds/xl,x2,x3,x4
common/ycrds/yl,y2,y3,y4
common/dim/b,h
dimension eps(3),e(3)

ex=O.
ey=O.
exy=O

Xj-=-l.
eta=O.

in=4
do 10 i=l,in

eta=-1.+(2./(in*l.+l.))*(i*l.)

t6 = x2*Y3
t8 = x2*eta

t88 = -2*t79*t55+2*t82*t57
t92 = -2*t79*t61+2*t82*t63
t96 = -2*t79*t67+2*t82*t69

e(1) = t53*ulx+t59*u2x+t65*u3x+t71*u4x
e(2) = t84*uly+t88W2y+t92*u3y+t96*u4y
e(3) = (t84*ulx+t53*uly+t88*u2x+t59*u2y
#+t92*u3x+t65*u3y+t96*u4x+t71*u4y)

ex=ex+e(l)
ey=ey+e(2)
exy=exy+e(3)



10 continue

eps(l)=ex/(in*l.)
eps(2)=ey/(in*l.)
eps(3)=exy/(in*l.)

return
end

*********************************************************************

* Element Stresses Averaged along the Interface
*********************************************************************

The removed parts of this subroutine are from comment (d) of the
Maple worksheet
* 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
70 2

subroutine strss(sigma)
include ‘ABA_PARAM.INC’

cormnon/disp/ulx,uly,U2X,U2Y,U3X,u3y,u4x,u4y
commonlxcrds/xl,x2,x3,x4
commonlycrdslyl,Y2,Y3,Y4
common/prps/em,gnu,glc,ac,rho,sigult,iadjl,iadj2
common/plane/iplnstrn,iplnstrss
double precision nu
dimension sigma(3),sig(3)
nu=gnu

Sx=o.
Sy=0.
Sxy=o.

t97 = -2*t84*t65+2*t87*t67
tlOl = -2*t84*t71+2*t87*t73
t103 = t89*uly+t93*u2y+t97*u3y+t101*u4y

sig(l) = t4*t77+t4*gnu*t103
sig(2) = t4*gnu*t77+t4*t103
sig(3) = t4*(l./2.-gnu/2)*(t89*ulx+t57*uly+t93*u2x+

#t63*u2y+t97*u3x+t69*u3y+t101*u4x+t75*u4y)

elseif(iplnstrn.eq.l)then

t3 = l./(l.+gnu)
t4 = (1.-gnu)*t3
t6 = 1./(l.-*gnu)u)

tl16 = 2.*t69*t106-2.*t72*t108
t149 = 1./(2.-*gnu)u)

sig(l)=EM*(t4*t6*t59*ulx+t63*gnu*t74*uly+t4*t6*t82*u2x+t63*gnu
#*t88*u2y+t4*t6*t96*u3x+t63*gnu*tlO2*u3y+t4*t6*tllO*u4x+t63*9nu*
#tl16’u4y)
sig(2)=EM*(t63*gnu*t59*ulx+t4*t6*t74*uly+t63*gnu*t82*u2x+t4*t6

#*t88*u2y+t63*gnu*t96*u3x+t4*t6*tlO2*u3y+t63*gnu*tllO*u4x+t4*t6*
#tl16*u4y)
sig(3)=EM*(t4*tl49*t74*ulx+t4*tl49*t59*uly+t4*tl49*t88*u2x+t

#4*tl49*t82*u2y+t4*tl49*tlO2*u3x+t4*tl49*t96*u3y+t4*tl49*tll6*u4x+t
#4*t149*tllo*u4y)

Xi=-1. endif
eta=O.

Sx=sx+sig(l)
in.4
do 10 i=l,in

sy=sy+sig(2)
sxy=sxy+sig(3)

eta=-1.+(2./(in*l.+l.))*(i*l.) 10 continue

if (iplnstrss.eq.l)then

tl = gnu**2
t4 = EM/(1-tl)

sigma(l)=sx/(in*l.)
sigma(2)=sy/(in*l.)
sigma(3)=sxy/(in*l.)

return
end



***************** ***************** ***************** ***************** *
* Coefficient in Crack Strain Load Vector
*********************************************************************

The removed parts of this subroutine are from comment (e) of the
Maple worksheet
* 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
70 2

subroutine sgaha(gaha)
include ‘ABA_PARAM.INC’
common/xcrds/xl,x2,x3,x4
commonlycrds/Y~,Y2,Y3,Y4
common/thck/thkl,thk2,thk3,thk4
common/prps/em,gnu,glc,ac,rho,sigult,iadjl,iadj2
common/plane/iplnstrn,iplnstrss
dimension gaha(8,9)
double precision nu

nu=gnu

if(iplnstrss.eq.l)then

tl = thk2*y2
t2 = thkl*y2
t3 = thk4*y2

t1250 = t1043*t372+t1051*t383+t1059*t394
t1256 = t1043*t383+t1051*t402+t1059*t406
t1262 = t1043*t394+t1051*t406+t1059*t415

GAHA(l,l) = -t203*t91*tl12-t239*tl19*tl12+t264*t124*tl12
GAHA(1,2) = -t203*tl19*tl12+t239*t154*tl12-t264*t159*tl12
GAHA(1,3) = t203*t124*tl12-t239*t159*tl12-t264*t179*tl12

GAHA(8,7) = -t1250*t91*tl12-t1256*tl19*tl12+t1262*t124*tl12
GAHA(8,8) = -t1250*tl19*tl12+t1256*t154’tl12-t1262*t159*tl12
GAHA(8,9) = t1250*t124*tl12-t1256*t159*tl12-t1262*t179*tl12

elseif(iplnstrn.eq.l)then

tl = y2/2.DO-y4/2.D0
t2 = xl*y2
t3 = x3”y4

I
t1044 = -t862*t150/12.DO+t849*t243
t1045 = t1044*t16
t1049 = t841*t236+t857*t253

GAHA(l,l) = -t97*t10*t23+t105*t23+t120*t18*t23
GAHA(1,2) = t97*t16*t23+t104*t63*t66-t120*t16*t70
GAHA(1,3) = t97*t18*t23-t105*t70+t120*t81*t66

GAHA(8,7) = -t1039*t10+t23+t1045*t23+t1049*t18*t23
GAHA(8,8) = t1039*t16*t23+t1044*t63*t66-t1049*t16*t70
GAHA(8,9) = t1039*t18*t23-t1045*t70+t1049*t81*t66
endif

return
end


